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ABSTRACT
EXPLOITING ENERGY HARVESTING FOR PASSIVE
EMBEDDED COMPUTING SYSTEMS
FEBRUARY 2014
JEREMY GUMMESON
B.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Tilman Wolf and Professor Deepak Ganesan
The key limitation in mobile computing systems is energy - without a stable power
supply, these systems cannot process, store, or communicate data. This problem is
of particular interest since the storage density of battery technologies do not follow
scaling trends similar to Moore’s law. This means that depending on application
performance requirements and lifetime objectives, a battery may dominate the overall
system weight and form factor; this could result in an overall size that is either
inconvenient or unacceptable for a particular application. As device features have
scaled down in size, entire embedded systems have been implemented on a single die
or chip, resulting in the battery becoming the form factor bottleneck.
One way to diminish the impact that batteries have on mobile embedded system
design is to decrease reliance on buffered energy by providing the ability to harvest
ix
power from the environment or infrastructure. There are a spectrum of design choices
available that utilize harvested power, but of particular interest are those that use
small energy buffers and depend almost entirely on harvested power; by minimizing
buffer size, we decrease form factor and mitigate reliance on batteries. Since harvested
power is not continuously available in embedded computing systems, this brings forth
a unique set of design challenges.
First, we address the design challenges that emerge from mobile computing sys-
tems that use minimal energy buffers. Specifically, we explore the design space of a
computational radio frequency identification (RFID) platform that uses a small so-
lar harvesting unit to replenish a capacitor-based energy storage unit. We show that
such a system’s performance can be enhanced while in a reader’s field of interrogation
and also allows for device operation while completely decoupled from reader infras-
tructure. We also provide a toolset that simulates system performance using a set of
experimentally obtained light intensity traces gathered from a mobile subject.
Next, we show how energy buffered from such a harvesting-based system can be
used to implement an efficient burst protocol that allows a computational RFID to
quickly offload buffered data while in contact with a reader. The burst mechanism
is implemented by re-purposing existing RFID protocol primitives, which allows for
compatibility with existing reader infrastructure. We show that bursts provide sig-
nificant improvements to individual tag throughput, while co-existing with tags that
do not use the burst protocol.
Next, we show that energy harvesting can be used to enable a novel security mech-
anism for embedded devices equipped with Near Field Communications (NFC). NFC
is growing in pervasiveness, especially on mobile phones, but many open security
questions remain. We enable NFC security by harvesting energy via magnetic in-
duction, use the harvested energy to power an integrated reader chip, and selectively
block malicious messages via passive load modulation after sniffing message contents.
x
We show that such a platform is feasible based on energy harvested opportunistically
from mobile phones, successfully blocking a class of messages while allowing others
through.
Finally, we demonstrate that energy harvested from mobile phones can be used
to implement wirelessly powered ubiquitous displays. One drawback of illuminated
displays is that they need a continuous source of power to maintain their state – this
is an undesirable property, especially since the display is typically the highest power
consumption system component of embedded devices. Electronic paper technologies
eliminate this drawback by providing a display that requires no energy to maintain
state. By combining NFC energy harvesting and communication, and electronic paper
technologies, we implement a companion display for mobile phones that obtains all
the energy required for a display update while communicating with a user application
running on a mobile phone. The companion display assists the phone in displaying
static information while the power hungry display remains unpowered.
xi
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Embedded computing systems are an essential component of modern infrastruc-
ture; these systems are deployed in a diverse array of applications including continuous
environmental sensing, consumer products, industrial manufacturing, avionics, and
mobile health. As trends in microelectronic circuit design continue to diminish device
feature size and power consumption, applications that were previously thought to be
infeasible are becoming tantalizingly close to reality. While these trends are certainly
a boon to any embedded computing system, there remain significant challenges for
applications that require untethered, mobile operation as a result of energy storage
limitations.
This thesis advocates for passive embedded computing systems that are passively
powered by energy harvesting and passively communicate by modifying a signal trans-
mitted by an initiator. While the core technology exists that allows such systems to
be implemented, we need to fundamentally change the ways we approach system
design to provide support for robust applications.
Traditionally, untethered systems are designed around a large energy buffer, typ-
ically in the form of a battery. To ensure that a given application meets a set of
requirements, the energy buffer is sized to accommodate a particular workload given
system power consumption and desired lifetime. Since passive systems rely on har-
vested energy, which varies over time, we must rethink this design process and provide
new hardware and software building blocks that provide the tools necessary to imple-
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ment applications. Exploring alternative design processes and providing these tools
and building blocks are the goals of this thesis.
1.1 Background and Motivation
Over the past decade, there has been an intense push towards more deeply em-
bedding computing and sensing systems. At the smallest scale, these embedded
computing systems take the form of tiny invisible sensors that continuously monitor
our infrastructure [33], internal health [19], or the world we live in [32]. In some of
these scenarios, it might make sense to power these devices directly from the grid
[52], but many will benefit from untethered operation – even those embedded near
powered infrastructure [41].
Generally speaking, there are two approaches used in the design of untethered
embedded systems: active and passive. Active systems use batteries for power and
active radios for communication, while passive systems harvest the energy required
for operation during deployment and use passive radios to mitigate the energy burden
of wireless communication. First we make a case for passive embedded system design,
then go on to highlight the challenges specific to passive system design.
1.1.1 A case for passive embedded system design
Untethered embedded computing systems need to achieve long deployment life-
times, operate continuously and wirelessly communicate while maintaining small form
factor. There are a variety of approaches that may be used to achieve these objec-
tives, however we can split them into two main categories: active and passive. Active
systems use batteries as a power source that slowly depletes over their operational
lifetime and wirelessly communicate using an active radio that generates an RF car-
rier. Passive systems harvest energy from their surroundings or infrastructure and use
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passive radios that selectively reflect a carrier generated by an infrastructure powered
reader. We now highlight the differences in these approaches.
Power. Untethered embedded computing systems that are actively powered need
to carry the energy with them that allows them to operate continuously and com-
municate wirelessly. The most obvious way to power these systems is with a battery.
The key problem with this approach is that to achieve long deployment lifetimes, we
will have to increase form factor because more energy will be required. Increases in
battery energy storage density could partially address this problem, however, these
improvements are dictated by improvements to battery chemistry [20] and do not fol-
low the predictable scaling trends observed in the semiconductor industry [69]. Even
though these densities could improve with the development of new battery chemistries
or alternative storage mechanisms, the form factor of a mobile device’s battery will
always be proportional to the desired deployment lifetime – if a mobile device can be
made to work with less stored energy, it can be made smaller and lighter.
Another approach towards powering these systems is to passively power them us-
ing a variety of energy harvesting techniques. Rather than relying on the battery
to store the requisite energy for continuous operation and communications, this en-
ergy may be harvested over the course of deployment. Instead of sizing the battery
proportional to the desired operational lifetime, the battery may instead be sized
according to the particulars of the energy harvesting technique used. By adhering to
these principles, energy harvesting can be used to achieve continuous operation while
retaining a small form factor.
Communications. Untethered embedded systems using active communication
techniques generate an RF carrier used to send data to peer devices or infrastruc-
ture. Fundamentally, this is a power hungry way to achieve wireless communication –
one could consider an active radio transmission as an extremely low efficiency energy
transfer system, where the transmitter sends energy to a receiver that discards this
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transmitted energy after receiving the encoded data. While there have been a variety
of techniques proposed to reduce the amount of energy consumed in sending and re-
ceiving data using active radios, this still remains the most power hungry operation
of low-power, untethered embedded systems.
Another way to achieve wireless communications is using passive techniques. In-
stead of actively generating an RF carrier, passive communication is achieved by se-
lectively reflecting an RF carrier back to a reader. Since readers are either connected
to infrastructure or are significantly less energy-constrained than passive devices, the
energy burden of communication is shifted from the low-power embedded device to
the unconstrained reader. Using such an approach allows one to achieve wireless
communications with essentially zero additional power consumption.
Combining passive power and passive communication techniques allow an unteth-
ered embedded device to achieve all of our desired design objectives simultaneously.
Passive power allows for long deployment lifetimes and continuous operation while
retaining small form factor; the use of passive communication enables communica-
tion without sacrificing the other objectives. Despite the advantages of passive design
principles, there are a number of challenges we must overcome to effectively use these
technologies.
1.1.2 Challenges in passive system design
Passive embedded systems are able to achieve small form factors by using a combi-
nation of energy harvesting and passive communication techniques; using this combi-
nation of technologies gives rise to two primary challenges: power and communication
throughput. As a consequence of limitations in existing passive communication infras-
tructure, there are additional challenges associated with implementing applications
for these devices. We now explore each of these challenges in more detail.
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Power. Passive embedded computing systems use two types of energy harvesting
for power: ambient and active. Passive devices use ambient harvesting to gather
energy from their surroundings, while active harvesting is used to transmit energy
wirelessly from powered infrastructure. Each of these techniques has its own set of
limitations.
Ambient harvesting can be difficult to use effectively because energy availability
from harvesting sources varies both spatially and temporally. As passive devices
move through their environment or stationary devices are subjected to time-varying
harvesting dynamics, they need to properly manage their energy reserves to operate
continuously; since passive embedded systems seek to minimize their form factor, and
subsequently energy buffer size, this problem is particularly challenging.
Active harvesting is another way to power passive embedded systems; unlike am-
bient harvesting, these sources primarily suffer from spacial variations in harvesting
rates. While close to the active transmission source, devices can harvest significant
amounts of energy, but this rapidly diminishes with the square of the distance. Since
existing infrastructure for active harvesting is extremely limited, harvesting opportu-
nities for these devices remain scarce and only feasible for niche applications.
Throughput. Passive embedded systems currently suffer from poor throughput
as a result of the physical and protocol layers they use for communications. Passive
devices depend on a reader for connectivity and have no way to communicate with
each other; this has several implications.
Passive communication is achieved using a technique called RF backscatter, where
a passive device modifies a signal sent by an active transmitter. Since the passive
device selectively reflects this same signal back to the sender, communication through-
put rapidly decays with the fourth power of distance. This means that devices at the
edge of the effective communication range suffer from excessively poor throughput.
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Since passive devices lack the signal processing capabilities to decode each others
transmissions, they lack the ability to coordinate communication between themselves
and a reader; as a consequence the reader must manage the channel, resulting in com-
munication protocols for passive sensors that use centralized algorithms to manage
the wireless medium. To quickly identify large populations of tags, readers generate
slots, each to be used by different passive devices. Each device randomly chooses
a slot for its own transmission; to minimize the probability of collision, the reader
will typically over-provision slots. This protocol is simple to implement for passive
devices, but only works well when each tag only needs to send a small amount of data
due to the large fraction of reader generated slots that go unused.
Applications. Implementing applications for passive devices is particularly chal-
lenging because of their dependence on readers for communications and power. Much
like challenges found in ambient harvesting, the availability of a reader’s resources
can vary both temporally and spatially. To understand both of these challenges we
consider applications that stress each of these dimensions.
In applications where passive embedded devices remain in close proximity to a
reader during harvesting and communication, we must consider cases where these
readers operate from batteries and do not offer continuous power output for the pas-
sive device. In other words, to ensure that passive embedded devices get the power
they need, we must consider the harvesting variability induced by the energy man-
agement policies adopted by mobile readers. In particular, NFC readers integrated
in mobile phones exhibit harvesting dynamics that depend on user behavior as well
as the operating system’s energy management policy.
Applications harvesting power from mobile phones in particular, may be imple-
mented in two fundamentally different ways. First, the passive device may opportunis-
tically harvest energy emitted from the phone during normal use. In this scenario,
such a device may be integrated as an accessory for the mobile phone that augments
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its capabilities. Second, the passive device may be intentionally brought into the
vicinity of the mobile phone for an explicit interaction. This use case requires the
mobile device to harvest all the energy it needs for the interaction, as well as the en-
ergy needed until the next interaction. Each of these application scenarios introduce
unique challenges in embedded hardware and software design.
In short, existing technologies make implementing robust passive computing sys-
tems possible, however many challenges remain. The central theme of this thesis is
to explore how we make these systems a reality by carefully considering their power
and communication needs. In particular, we seek to answer the following questions:
• What are the design tradeoffs available for passive embedded computing systems
that combine RF and ambient energy harvesting modalities?
• How can we achieve high throughput passive communications while remaining
compatible with existing communications infrastructure?
• Can we implement robust applications for passive embedded systems that har-
vest energy opportunistically from an attached mobile phone?
• Can we implement energy neutral applications for passive devices that harvest
all the energy they require from normal user interactions?
The small scale of passive devices, limited platform visibility for debugging and
evaluation, and uncertainty in availability of harvested energy make these questions
difficult to answer. By providing energy harvesting traces, simulation tools, software,
and hardware architectures and implementations we provide a means to reliably solve
these problems, improve passive system performance, and provide toolsets to other
researchers working in the area.
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1.2 Thesis Contributions
The challenges addressed in this thesis focus in particular on power and through-
put enhancements to UHF RFID systems and applications implemented for HF RFID
systems. However, the general principles applied towards solving these problems are
applicable to a much broader class of passive systems. In each of these systems, we
harvest energy and efficiently communicate data by employing a novel set of hardware
and software techniques that address the difficulties inherent in passive embedded
computing systems.
1.2.1 Contribution Summary
This thesis advocates for hardware and software techniques to provide new de-
sign insights, communication performance improvements, security enhancements, and
novel user interactions with passive embedded computing systems that rely only on
harvested power. The core thesis of this dissertation is that passive embedded com-
puting systems can provide significant utility to target applications by utilizing limited
amounts of harvested energy. To support this statement, we propose four signifi-
cant contributions that provide new hardware and software techniques that utilize
harvested energy to realize such passive systems:
• Hybrid Energy Harvesting : An end-to-end design exploration study that exam-
ines solar harvesting as a supplemental energy source for computational RFIDs.
[23, 37]
• Flit : A burst transfer protocol that utilizes existing UHF RFID protocol prim-
itives to provide high throughput, energy efficient communication between mo-
bile RFID sensors and sparsely deployed readers. [39]
• EnGarde: A passive, programmable HF RFID embedded security peripheral
that shields mobile phones from malicious Near Field Communications (NFC)
transactions. [38]
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• Bistable Display Tags : An energy neutral, bistable display device that receives
updates and harvests energy via NFC from mobile phones. [28]
1.3 Thesis Outline
The following sections of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides
background on energy harvesting and RFID systems to set the context of our work.
The proposal starts in chapter 3, which describes how to use a combination of ambient
and active energy harvesting modalities to achieve the continuous operation of UHF
RFID-based passive embedded systems. Chapter 4 describes a UHF RFID protocol
that enables high throughput bursts of communication between mobile passive devices
and fixed readers. In chapter 5, we present the design of a passively powered HF RFID
peripheral that protects a mobile phone from malicious NFC transactions. Chapter 6
presents the design and implementation of a passively powered bistable display device
that harvests the energy needed for an update while receiving the data for the new
display image. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes and describes potential future research
directions that build on the work presented in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This chapter presents background material on energy harvesting techniques and
RFID technologies to set the context for our contributions. More detailed related
work sections are also provided in the remaining chapters.
2.1 Energy Harvesting
Energy harvesting has gained a considerable amount of exposure over the past
decade as energy costs have surged and global warming has become an increasing
concern. Computing systems that employ energy harvesting to mitigate these con-
cerns can range in scale from the largest data centers to the smallest passive sensors.
For each of these types of systems, appropriate harvesting techniques and energy
management techniques should be applied.
Of particular interest to this thesis are minimal passive systems that use micro-
energy harvesters and minimal energy buffers. A plethora of harvesting modalities
are starting to approach the stage of maturity where they can be included in passive
embedded systems [62]. One thing that differentiates these systems from those pre-
viously outlined, is that even a single misprediction in harvested energy can result
in a power outage. There have been a variety of techniques proposed to solve this
problem, including adaptive runtimes [15], operating system like abstractions [92],
and checkpointing mechanisms [64].
We can also consider a set of applications where it makes sense to use energy har-
vesting for smaller-scale systems that seek to have long deployment lifetimes. These
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lifetimes are dictated by rechargeable battery longevity rather than by what can be
obtained from a single battery charge; since energy varies from day-to-day, energy
must be used carefully. There have been a variety of approaches used towards achiev-
ing these objectives. One way is to use an adaptive runtime that matches workload
to locally predicted daily harvesting rates [80], other techniques have used various
methods of adapting duty-cycling rates of energy hungry system components [45, 86],
or techniques that use tiered-architectures that only activate power hungry system
components when needed [10, 73].
One particular set of applications that could have large global impact on these
sustainability issues are where large computing systems run exclusively from electric-
ity generated from ambient harvesting. At the largest scale, entire data centers can
be powered from green energy sources [1]. Harvesting energy at this scale allows the
conventional architecture of a data center to remain largely intact, but load balancing
will need to be used to match data center power consumption with harvesting rates.
At smaller scales, one can imagine individual servers that operate “off-the-grid” and
rely on a combination of energy harvesters combined with battery-based energy stor-
age to smooth out harvesting outages. Many techniques have been proposed to ensure
that these systems can schedule activities accordingly, including leveraging weather
forecasts [72], duty-cycling [71], and virtualization [74].
2.2 Radio Frequency Identification
Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology is most often associated with
large scale inventorying applications used in large volume supply chains. However,
during the last few years, there has been increasing interest in using this technology
for a range of applications including activity monitoring [16], mobile health [29], and
sensing [87]. In the last couple years, HF RFID has even found its way into mobile
phones under the trade name “near field communication”(NFC) [7] .
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One area of research, studies conventional ultra-high frequency (UHF) RFID sys-
tems implementing the EPC Gen 2 standard [18]. One class of applications that uses
this technology are RFID-based locationing systems including building-scale activity
monitoring [89] and room-scale object localization [60].
Going beyond systems that are implemented using conventional tags and readers,
there have been a number of systems that modify the reader side of the RFID protocol
to make performance improvements to throughput. Software radios [13] are typically
used to modify the Gen 2 protocol to explore a variety of improvements including
throughput [93] and collision resolution [75].
RFID-like systems may also be implemented without the need for explicit read-
ers. By adding some of the signal processing capabilities of readers to passive devices,
peer-to-peer communications can be achieved between passive devices, removing the
requirement of a powered reader as an intermediary. To eliminate this requirement,
passive devices selectively absorb and reflect transmissions from remote sources such
as television and radio towers. Each device can detect another’s absorption pattern as
a change in its own harvesting voltage from the remote source [55]. Since this commu-
nication methodology requires that the two devices observe nearly identical versions
of the remotely transmitted signal, it only works effectively if the two communicating
devices are in close proximity to one another.
Another way to use RFIDs, is in more general computation and sensing work-
loads [14]. This class of device is referred to as a computational RFID or CRFID and
is perhaps best exemplified by the Intel WISP [78] which contains an RF front end,
microcontroller, and several sensors. CRFIDs have been used in a variety of applica-
tions ranging from medical security applications [26] to daily activity monitoring of
tagged individuals [16].
There has been a large body of work that focuses on high frequency (HF) RFID
readers and tags [34]. One example of an HF RFID system, called the Proxmark,
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was implemented using the combination of a field programmable gate array (FPGA)
and microcontroller and emulates both readers and tags; this tool was used to expose
a security vulnerability in MiFare tags [27]. Another type of system that protects
against attacks and provides privacy guarantees for tags in its vicinity is the RFID
Guardian [66]. HF RFID has also been used to implement a variety of commercially
available sensors [2].
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CHAPTER 3
HYBRID ENERGY HARVESTING FOR PASSIVE
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
Passive embedded computing systems currently suffer from energy starvation while
decoupled from powered infrastructure and poor communication throughput while at
the edge of a reader’s communication range. In this chapter, we propose the use of
ambient solar harvesting to boost the effective communication range of a computa-
tional RFID (CRFID) and provide power when none is available from a reader.
3.1 Background and Motivation
An emerging model of RFID requires tags that go beyond mere identification,
also carrying out sensing, computation, and storage duties. Such Computational
RFIDs (CRFIDs) [63] come equipped with ultra low-power microcontrollers and a
suite of low-power sensors such as those found in the Intel Wireless Sensing Plat-
form (WISP) [78]. A CRFID resembles a sensor mote stripped of its battery and
active radio, but augmented with an RFID front end for RF energy harvesting and
backscatter communication.
Limitations. A CRFID cannot sustain operation for long outside of the effective
harvesting range of a reader; this lack of autonomy necessitates carefully planned
deployments of RFID readers relative to tags, making such networks expensive to
deploy and maintain. A CRFID’s lack of autonomy is exacerbated by the observation
that its performance varies with distance from a reader. For example, our experiments
show that an Intel WISP [78] within a few feet of an RFID reader receives sufficient
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energy to sample and transmit hundreds of times per second, whereas one that is near
its maximum reliable distance (a few meters) may be able to sample and transmit
only a few times per minute. This rapid performance degradation limits the efficacy
of CRFIDs for applications requiring complex processing or frequent sensing.
Approach. Our work exploits supplemental energy harvested using a miniature
solar panel attached to the Intel WISP that makes the WISP more autonomous and
therefore more useful for mobile sensing and computation. Even a tiny amount of
ambient harvesting enables a CRFID to better tolerate power interruptions. Our
measurements show that the SolarWISP prototype is able to retain memory state in
all but the most difficult lighting conditions that we encountered. Modest modifica-
tions to the WISP enable ambient energy harvesting and provide the platform with
new capabilities, but there are many issues associated with batteryless harvesting.
3.1.1 Design Considerations
There are several design considerations for CRFIDs that leverage ambient energy
harvesting. In this section, we present some of these considerations, as well as the
key questions that motivate the approaches in this chapter.
Using limited energy. A central challenge in designing hybrid harvesting CR-
FIDs is dealing with the limited amount of harvested energy. CRFIDs have smaller
footprints than motes, restricting harvesting units to only a few cubic centimeters in
size. Micro harvesters of this size typically generate very little power. For example,
our experiments show that solar harvesting provides power ranging from less than a
µW to a few mW depending on the panel size and lighting conditions. Thus, the first
question that we ask is:
Question 1: What are the lower limits of usable energy for current CRFIDs?
Handling harvesting variability. Ambient energy harvesting exhibits spatial and
temporal variability, sometimes over very short time scales. Harvesting output can be
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relatively predictable for a static outdoor deployment, for example, but unpredictable
and bursty when CRFIDs are attached to mobile objects or persons constantly moving
past occlusions and altering the panel’s orientation. Because CRFIDs use capacitors
with potentially low storage capacity, even a few seconds without any incoming energy
can have disastrous consequences. The second question that we address is then:
Question 2: What impact do dynamics in the ambient energy source have on hybrid
harvesting CRFIDs?
Making component choices. Capacitor size plays an important role in the design
of a CRFID system. Larger capacitors are desirable because they can more effectively
buffer excess harvested energy, allowing a CRFID to survive periods when there is no
power from a light source or reader. Smaller capacitors have the advantage of short
charge times. This leads to our third question:
Question 3: What capacitor size maximizes CRFID performance for a given appli-
cation?
Choosing suitable workloads. While CRFIDs have unique advantages for some
applications, they have no clear benefit for others. Past work has focused almost
entirely on applications requiring low throughput communication or near-constant
reader interactions [17, 91]. No work has yet been done with applications specifically
suited to hybrid harvesting CRFIDs. The final question is then:
Question 4: For what applications are hybrid harvesting CRFIDs most suitable?
Motivated by the questions above, we aim to quantify the performance of hybrid
harvesting CRFIDs and determine an appropriate set of environmental conditions
and use cases where these devices prosper while passive CRFIDs (such as WISPs)
and active battery-powered sensors (such as motes) may be less appropriate.
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3.1.2 Goals & Contributions
Our research seeks to discover how to design hybrid energy harvesting CRFID
platforms that match hardware choices with application workloads. Thus, our work
aims to:
• Determine the boundary between useful and unworkable energy for hybrid CR-
FIDs.
• Explore the design tradeoffs in hardware components that influence CRFID
performance.
• Understand the effectiveness of CRFIDs for an appropriate set of applications.
Our contributions that address these goals include:
Tools. We created two tools to assist in the evaluation of CRFIDs. Our software
contribution is the trace-driven CRFID Crash Test Simulator (CCTS) that models
the expected behavior of a CRFID’s capacitor under varying workloads with solar
harvesting. Our hardware contributions are the SolarWISP and FrankenWISP.
Measurements. A comprehensive measurement study is important in determin-
ing how miniature solar panels can be used to improve the performance of passive
CRFIDs.
Applications. We present an end-to-end study of two applications that are enabled
by ambient solar harvesting. Path Reconstruction is an application that needs to
communicate frequently with readers while harvesting minimal amounts energy from
dynamic, indoor lighting sources. Greenhouse Monitoring is a sensing application
that relies on the predictable nature of static, outdoor deployments to buffer large
amounts of energy in order to survive long harvesting outages.
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Figure 3.1. A CRFID strives to combine the versatility of a microcomputer with
the energy efficiency of an RFID. With sensing capabilities, CRFIDs enable a host of
new ubiquitous applications that go beyond mere identification.
3.2 A CRFID Primer
Traditional passive RFIDs use small amounts of harvested RF energy from reader
infrastructure to report static identifiers. Computational RFIDs, or CRFIDs, use the
same basic operating principles, but provide general-purpose computation. The core
components of CRFIDs are as follows (see Figure 3.1 for a block-level illustration):
• RF harvester: CRFIDs harvest small amounts of RF energy provided by an
RFID reader. The energy is rectified to produce DC voltage and boosted to an
appropriate level by a charge pump The RF harvester also includes an analog
comparator circuit to decode reader transmissions.
• Backscatter circuit: To transmit data, a CRFID toggles the state of a tran-
sistor to detune its antenna and reflect a different signal back to the reader.
This method of transmission requires little energy from the tag when compared
to active communication circuits.
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• Storage capacitor: Energy harvested from a reader needs to be accumulated
before any computation or sensing can begin. A CRFID uses a small storage
capacitor for this purpose.
• MCU: A microcontroller is used to participate in the RFID protocol, as well
as to perform arbitrary computation. Ultra low-power MCUs are limited in
capability but provide fine-grained duty-cycling options with low power state
transition costs.
• Supervisor: The microcontroller does not know the state of its capacitor,
thus additional hardware is required for energy awareness. A supervisor circuit
generates an interrupt or releases the MCU from a reset state after climbing
above a preset voltage threshold.
• Regulator: The voltage stored on a CRFID’s capacitor is highly variable. A
regulation circuit is used to provide a stable supply voltage for the MCU.
• Sensors: Sensors give a CRFID awareness of the world around it, unlike a
traditional RFID. Sensors that are considered low power for other devices can
dominate the power budget of a CRFID.
• Nonvolatile storage: Frequent power failure is common for CRFIDs, making
nonvolatile storage a necessity. MCUs typically contain a small amount of
onboard storage, but this may be augmented with off-chip storage.
3.3 A Trace-Driven CRFID Simulator
We created the CRFID Crash Test Simulator (CCTS) in order to more fully
explore the space of possible parameters and applications for CRFIDs — particularly
the points of failure. It is difficult to profile a platform with power production and
consumption values as small as those of CRFIDs. The difference of a microwatt is
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significant in many cases, leaving little room for error. Additionally, solar-powered
devices that use capacitors for energy storage require the modeling of non-linear solar
panel and capacitor outputs. Some platforms also use voltage regulators, which are
yet another non-linear component to model. With these modeling difficulties in mind,
the goal for CCTS is to track the charge and discharge of the storage capacitor closely
enough to inform platform provisioning decisions.
CCTS requires a number of parameters to adequately describe the platform and
application to evaluate:
• A recorded or generated illuminance trace
• Maximum and minimum VI curve approximations
• Capacitor size and initial voltage
• Application power consumption characteristics
With the exception of a recorded illuminance trace, each of these inputs can be found
in a datasheet or measured empirically with little more than a multimeter.
Internally, CCTS models the platform and mobility in the following logical order:
Illuminance trace. CCTS illuminance traces are time-stamped lists of lux read-
ings used to estimate solar panel output. The simulator looks up the most recent
illuminance measurement as time progresses and provides this as input to the simu-
lated solar panel.
A potential limitation with the use of illuminance traces as input is that illumi-
nance is weighted toward portions of the spectrum perceptible by humans using the
luminosity function. Irradiance, measured in W/m2, would be the ideal metric for
light intensity but we did not have ready access to any compact device capable of
measuring irradiance. In order to keep conversions from illuminance to power output
from being overly optimistic, we make the assumption that there is very little light
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available outside of humans’ perceptible range. This assumption makes conversions
from sources such as fluorescent bulbs the most accurate, while underestimating the
power available from sources with greater bandwidth, such as incandescent bulbs or
the sun. In practice, this inaccuracy may not have much of an impact because the
efficiency of a given solar cell also varies with wavelength and it is impractical to
model this efficiency curve for a large subset of those available.
Harvesting unit. The harvester is characterized using maximum and minimum
functions to approximate the solar panel’s family of VI curves. Given an illuminance
value and voltage, CCTS interpolates between the two curves and estimates a current
output value. We chose this approach because of the relationship between a solar
panel’s voltage and current output. As the load resistance of the platform increases,
the solar panel’s voltage output approaches its maximum and the current output
approaches its minimum. A different VI curve exists for each light level that the panel
could possibly observe and the curves do not simply scale with incident radiation.
Their shapes change as well.
Storage capacitor. The energy output by the solar panel is next applied to the
storage capacitor. The capacitor is the most difficult component to model accurately
because of its dynamism and complex behavior. Changes in voltage on a capacitor
depend on present voltage, effective resistance of the load, incoming energy, capac-
itor size, and internal leakage. None of these factors are modeled precisely in our
discrete-time simulator. In order to approximate continuous behavior, the simulator
re-calculates the voltage on the capacitor at a rate of 10 kHz using the standard equa-
tion for voltage at time i given a load R (which scales with present voltage) applied
for t seconds:
V (i) = Vf + Ae
−t/RC
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t is equal to ∆i so that all changes in load are taken into account. The effective resis-
tance of the load, R, is calculated using the voltage at time i−∆i and the difference
between incoming and outgoing current. The constant A is similarly recalculated
based on conditions at time i − ∆i. Internal capacitor leakage is difficult to even
approximate, as it depends on factors including: temperature, present voltage, time
stable at present voltage, storage capacity, and capacitor type (ceramic, electrolytic,
etc.). CCTS does not yet model internal leakage.
Platform power states. Finally, CCTS removes energy from the storage ca-
pacitor based on the platform’s consumption. Platform power state information is
a time-stamped list of operations used in the application and their associated con-
sumption data. At runtime, CCTS applies the appropriate current drain for the given
operation. Modeling the WISP, for example, required that we measure EEPROM op-
erations, computation, and two low-power modes. Unfortunately the WISP uses a
linear voltage regulator, which changes current consumption dependent upon volt-
age. Rather than using a single consumption number, we chose to measure current
consumption at a variety of voltages and to use a regression function to scale the
simulated consumption with voltage.
3.3.0.1 Simulator Validation
In order to gauge the accuracy of CCTS, we compared simulated versus actual
SolarWISP performance. As previously noted, CCTS does not attempt to achieve
perfect accuracy. The goal for CCTS is to produce results accurate enough to inform
platform provisioning decisions. The comparison was performed using a Franken-
WISP to monitor a SolarWISP continuously while it sat stationary and the lights
were turned on and off to vary incoming energy. While this trace was captured, a
TelosB mote was positioned as close as possible without shading the WISP’s solar
panel and set to sample illuminance continuously. Despite being placed close together,
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Figure 3.2. The two series in this plot are of a SolarWISP (as measured by the
FrankenWISP) and a voltage trace produced by CCTS using a concurrently gathered
illuminance trace. Notice that CCTS consistently overestimates the voltage, but the
shape of the curve is similar. We believe that CCTS represents an upper-bound on
empirical performance.
it is difficult to measure the illuminance at exactly the same angle and position as
the solar panel. Other potential sources of error include the accuracy of the TelosB’s
illuminance sensor. We chose to use a 100 µF capacitor for this experiment.
As Figure 3.2 shows, CCTS consistently overestimates the voltage on the capac-
itor but stays within ∼0.5 V of the empirical result. Because CCTS consistently
overestimates the voltage, we believe that it is an upper-bound for an empirical de-
ployment.
3.3.1 Real-World Illuminance Traces
To ensure that our platform benchmarks and simulation results translate into
real-world performance, we gathered a set of illuminance traces from diverse envi-
ronments, including mobile indoor and outdoor deployments from all times of day.
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Environment Trace length Mean / Std. dev.
office1 2.5 hours 241.3 / 78.82 lux
office2 2.5 hours 34.71 / 24.25 lux
residential1 2.5 hours 49 / 62.91 lux
residential2 2.5 hours 124 / 161 lux
campus 15 minutes 3200 / 97.62 lux
yard 15 days 1076 / 1407 lux
Table 3.1. The length, mean, and standard deviation for each illuminance trace.
The standard deviation varies widely based on mobility and diurnal cycles. See
Section 3.3.1 for more detailed discussion.
These traces allow us to calculate the amount of solar energy available to a CRFID in
each scenario. Each trace was captured using a TelosB’s photodiode to take periodic
illuminance measurements. For mobile traces, the TelosB was carried on the shoulder.
To accurately capture mobility-induced dynamics, all mobile traces were collected at
a sampling rate of 20 Hz, providing a maximum trace length of 2.5 hours given TelosB
flash memory constraints. The static outdoor trace was collected using a sampling
period of 30 seconds; this is suitable because of slower dynamics and allowed the
capture of a trace 15 days in length. See Table 3.1 for a summary of the traces, with
mean and standard deviation values for each illuminance trace. The traces fall into
a few rough qualitative categories.
Indoor office traces. The first set of traces, office1 and office2, represents two
different office buildings. In each case, the TelosB was carried during daylight hours.
These mobile scenarios illustrate how changes in panel orientation and location affect
harvestable light.
Indoor residential. The second set of traces, residential1 and residential2, gauges
available light in a residential environment. The same experimental setup was used
as in the office traces. This environment is of interest because there is little light
available from incandescent bulbs but ample light available from windows.
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Outdoor mobile. There is one mobile trace gathered outdoors — labeled as cam-
pus. The trace chronicles a 15-minute walk, which includes periods when the sensor
was obstructed by occlusions such as trees and buildings. Of particular interest is the
availability of much more intense light outdoors.
Outdoor static. The final trace, yard, uses a static sensor with a low sampling rate
placed outdoors. It is intended to capture dynamics primarily induced by diurnal and
weather variations. To assist in correlating light variations with weather patterns, we
took note of conditions during the deployment. Our data represent days ranging from
cloudy to sunny as well as several rainstorms.
3.4 Evaluation Summary
We now evaluate our hybrid CRFID prototype using platform benchmarks, real-
world illuminance traces, and two application studies supplemented with CCTS sim-
ulation results. The first part of our evaluation explores several new capabilities en-
abled by ambient energy harvesting and quantifies them with platform benchmarks.
Our measurements show that solar harvesting extends a WISP’s effective communica-
tion range from 2 m to more than 7 m. We also show that the SolarWISP prototype
can achieve perpetual with local timekeeping at an illuminance of 35 lux, while a so-
lar harvesting mote prototype requires 200 lux to achieve perpetual operation. Next,
we look at the implications of harvesting dynamics on platform performance with a
simulation study. Our trace-driven simulation results show that the SolarWISP, even
with the smallest capacitor size, can achieve nearly 95% uptime in RAM retention
mode during a period of low light, while a standard WISP would fail completely in
fewer than 15 seconds in the absence of an RFID reader. After examining the im-
pact of harvesting dynamics, we provide a table to help platform designers predict
response time and read rate. Finally, we present two case studies to validate our
recommendations.
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Conditions Illuminance Harvested power
Full shading 28 lux 6.6 µW
Partial shading 85 lux 35.9 µW
Diffuse 340 lux 62.5 µW
Direct 1300 lux 192.0 µW
Table 3.2. The amount of actual harvested power depends greatly on illuminance.
A fully-shaded 11.4 cm2 solar panel produces 29 times less power than the same panel
under bright indoor lighting conditions.
3.4.1 Is Micro-Harvesting Sufficient for CRFIDs?
Harvesting energy from an ambient source, such as indoor lighting, is fundamen-
tally different than intentionally delivering RF energy to a conventional RFID tag.
Most important to consider when assessing the viability of solar harvesting for a
CRFID are scenarios where a CRFID is disconnected from reader infrastructure.
Energy harvesting CRFIDs, such as the SolarWISP, must provide a reasonable
level of performance when operating autonomously and must simultaneously be en-
ergy efficient enough to survive short-lived interruptions to harvestable energy. To
assess whether the SolarWISP is viable for typical sensing and computational work-
loads, we present microbenchmarks that quantify the performance of critical sys-
tem components. Additionally, we show that solar harvesting increases the effective
communication rate and range beyond that of a conventional tag, thus improving
performance for basic identification applications. Finally, we present a comparison
demonstrating that the SolarWISP can achieve higher uptime and communication
rates than a mote prototype that uses a battery for energy storage.
3.4.1.1 Micro-Energy Harvester Benchmarks
To evaluate the effectiveness of solar harvesting for CRFIDs, we first benchmarked
the SolarWISP’s small photovoltaic cell (see Table 3.2). The particular panel used for
this measurement study is optimized for artificial, indoor light sources. The power
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Power state Power draw Energy consumption
Active 467.1 µW -
LPM3 4.5 µW -
ADC read - 0.244 µJ
EEPROM read - 0.216 µJ
EEPROM write - 0.125 µJ
Table 3.3. WISP power consumption benchmarks. LPM3 is the lowest power mode
that allows the WISP to maintain a persistent clock. The WISP can achieve a long
lifetime despite limited energy reserves by leveraging low-power states.
harvested varies widely with illuminance. In an indoor setting, the panel produces
6.6 µW of power while under full shading (28 lux) and 192.0 µW of power while under
bright indoor light (1300 lux).
3.4.1.2 Computation, Sensing and Storage Benchmarks
Micro-power harvesting and capacitor-based energy storage together provide small
amounts of buffered energy. This harvested energy is primarily used for three CRFID
tasks: computation, sensing and storage. To evaluate the costs of these tasks, we
benchmarked computation cost in terms of platform power consumption while in dif-
ferent power states and evaluated sensing and storage in terms of the energy required
for an individual operation. A summary of these benchmarks appears in Table 3.3.
The WISP consumes 4.5 µW in the lowest power mode that allows internal clocks
(LPM3). This power state is sufficiently low to achieve perpetual operation while
harvesting at a light level of 28 lux. The platform consumes 467 µW of power while
in a fully active state. By combining low-power states with periods of active oper-
ation, the platform can achieve duty-cycles of 0.5% to 40.5% for illuminance values
ranging from 28 to 1300 lux. Sensor readings require the WISP to sample the MCU’s
12-bit ADC, with each read costing 0.244 µJ. Storage is accomplished by writing
data over the MCU’s I2C bus to an off-chip EEPROM, with reads and writes cost-
ing 0.216 and 0.125 µJ respectively. These measurements agree with our claim that
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micro-power harvesting is sufficient for performing several computation, sensing, and
storage operations on a CRFID.
3.4.1.3 Exploiting Hybrid-Harvesting for Improved Tag-Reader Interac-
tions
CRFIDs must be able to communicate data to reader infrastructure in order to
function effectively as autonomous sensors. We now consider computation and sensing
in conjunction with communication and determine whether hybrid harvesting can
improve performance while a CRFID interacts with a reader.
A CRFID generates responses to reader queries by modulating and reflecting a
carrier waveform. Because the tags themselves do not generate the RF signal, wireless
communication can occur at extremely low energy cost relative to an active radio
circuit. Interestingly, the range at which a passive tag’s RF circuit can correctly
decode messages is longer than the range at which a tag harvests sufficient energy to
generate a reply [23]. This imbalance suggests that a passive tag harvesting relatively
continuous solar power has the potential for significantly improved communication
ranges.
To investigate this performance enhancement, we measured the communication
range of an RF harvesting WISP running the default firmware provided by Intel, as
well as an identical SolarWISP. To find the maximum reliable communication range,
we recorded the read rate for each device at a series of distances progressively farther
from the reader. Figure 3.3 shows that read rates for a conventional WISP start at
∼150 reads/second, but quickly reduce to 0 at a distance of 2 m, with constructive
multipath interference allowing intermittent communication at greater ranges. This
is not the case for the SolarWISP, which sustains 23 reads/second at a distance of
7.1 m while observing an illuminance of ∼300 lux. According to our measurements,
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Figure 3.3. The number of successful tagID reads/sec indoors at a variety of dis-
tances with and without a 11.4 cm2 solar panel. Note that the SolarWISP’s energy
harvesting gives it a consistent advantage at most ranges whereas the non-solar WISP
encounters read rates of nearly zero beyond two meters.
the SolarWISP is able to sustain more than four times the read rate of a standard
WISP at any range greater than 2.5 m.
The SolarWISP has more than triple the effective communication range of a stan-
dard WISP, providing the following benefits for potential applications:
1. Fewer readers required to cover a given area.
2. More communication opportunities for mobile CRFIDs.
3.4.2 Capacitor Sizing for CRFIDs
Capacitor size is an essential design parameter for CRFIDs and capacitors have
two key characteristics that must be taken into account during selection.
1. Exponential charge curve. Capacitors reach a useful voltage level slowly.
As discussed in Section 3.3, the charge curve is described by an exponential
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function. This is in contrast to batteries, which reach nearly maximal voltage
early in their charge cycles. Hardware solutions, such as boost converters, could
potentially reduce this problem but have the potential to significantly increase
quiescent current consumption. A low-input boost converter from TI, for ex-
ample, consumes 5 µA of current while boosting voltages as low as 0.9 V [84].
This would more than double the timekeeping current consumption of a WISP.
2. Low energy densities. Capacitors, including supercapacitors, have lower
energy densities than batteries. Due to size and weight limits, we only consider
capacitors which will provide sufficient energy for at most hours of operation
without incoming energy.
These characteristics create a tradeoff between responsiveness and survivability.
Responsiveness is how quickly a capacitor can reach a suitable voltage to respond to
reader contact events. Survivability is how long a capacitor can sustain operation
without incoming energy. To demonstrate how capacitor size impacts responsiveness,
we look at two benchmarks. First, we look at single capacitors’ charge and discharge
times. Next, we determine the performance of the SolarWISP in terms of the number
of reads at different distances from a reader and for differently sized energy buffers.
Impact on tag-reader interactions. To demonstrate the effect that capacitor
size has on aggregate read rate, we benchmarked tag performance in an environment
similar to that which produced Figure 3.3. The SolarWISP was programmed with an
application that ignores any reader queries when its voltage is below a threshold of
2 V and responds to the reader otherwise. Intuitively, a SolarWISP should generate
a burst of reads when voltage surpassed this threshold, followed by a period of time
spent recovering when it crossed below.
Figure 3.4 shows the average number of reads per second for several different
capacitors at varying distances. The smallest capacitor size (10 µF) and the highest
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capacitor size (9400 µF) have the two worst read rates among all capacitor sizes. The
intermediate sizes perform better with 100 µF performing the best of the lot.
This behavior results from the combination of two factors. At one end of the
spectrum, larger capacitors take more time to charge and therefore spend long periods
of time with voltage below 2 V, thereby missing many read opportunities. At the other
end of the spectrum, a small capacitor size triggers pathological behavior wherein a
SolarWISP attempts to wake prematurely, starving itself of energy. An intermediate
capacitor size (100 µF) works best since it balances the two factors.
Figure 3.6 provides further insight into our results. The figure shows the average
burst size and recovery time for all four capacitance values at a distance of 5 meters.
The burst size monotonically increases with capacitor size because of the increasing
amount of energy available to the platform during one burst interval. Response
time generally increases with capacitance, as it takes more energy to reach the same
voltage.
Impact on survivability. While larger capacitors are less responsive to rapid
changes in energy, they provide greater survivability, The larger the capacitor, the
longer a SolarWISP can survive. As shown in Table 3.3, the SolarWISP consumes
only a few µW for basic timekeeping operation, hence even the energy in a reasonably
sized supercapacitor can last a long time. In our experiments, we find that the small-
est capacitor (10 µF) lasts only seconds whereas the large capacitor (9400µF) lasts
∼11.5 hours. Thus, for the SolarWISP, a modestly sized supercapacitor is sufficient
as a power source for tens of hours while leveraging low-power states.
3.4.3 Coping with Harvesting Dynamics
While we have addressed the feasibility of autonomous operation, we have yet
to account for the important issue of energy harvesting dynamics. Mobile devices
that rely on harvested power for continuous operation are at the mercy of harvesting
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Figure 3.4. At distances greater than 3 meters, read rate becomes more dependent
on harvestable solar energy than harvestable RF energy. A 100 µF capacitor provides
the maximal read rate in this experiment.
dynamics while trying to achieve robustness. Energy harvested by the SolarWISP
varies greatly with time and movement. Indoors, this can be attributed to lighting
distribution and short-term changes in panel orientation. Outdoors, variations are
due mainly to temporary occlusions and diurnal variations.
To illustrate the impact of harvesting dynamics on the operation of a CRFID, we
performed a simulation study using a 30-minute portion of the office2 trace with little
available light and significant dynamics (see Figure 3.5). The trace excerpt stresses
the ability of the SolarWISP to cope with dynamics and limited harvesting rates.
The simulation also uses the WISP’s standard 10 µF storage capacitor, which can
only buffer enough energy for a several seconds of operation. As a result, harvesting
dynamics are a major factor.
We considered several workloads for the SolarWISP. The lowest power state is
RAM retention mode, which is only sufficient for refreshing SRAM between reader
contact. A slightly higher power mode is RAM retention with periodic EEPROM
writes every 5 minutes. Next, timekeeping requires waking up every ten seconds to
bump a counter in order to maintain a persistent clock. We also simulated differ-
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Figure 3.5. Time series plot of the office2 trace excerpt used to illustrate dynamism
tradeoffs. The mean illuminance is only 24 lux, but the maximum illuminance is more
than 200 lux and the minimum is zero.
Workload # Failures % Uptime
RAM retention 1 99.19
RAM retention + record 1 99.19
Timekeeping 1 98.51
1% Duty-cycle 1 98.14
2% Duty-cycle 174 95.14
5% Duty-cycle 169 91.69
Table 3.4. The total number of outages predicted by CCTS for the office2 excerpt.
“Record” is the process of writing one byte to EEPROM. The number of outages in
these CCTS results highlight how little excess energy the SolarWISP can store in a
10 µF capacitor.
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Figure 3.6. Progressively larger capacitors allow for increasingly large bursts of
reads at the cost of responsiveness. We attribute the poor response time for the
10 µF capacitor to a pathology where the WISP attempts to wake prematurely, thus
starving itself of energy.
ent duty-cycles for the SolarWISP, where the device periodically transitions from the
RAM retention state to an active state. For a 1% duty-cycle, for example, the Solar-
WISP is up for 100 ms out of every 10 s. A summary of the CCTS results appears
in Table 3.4.
The results show that the SolarWISP achieves an uptime of more than 90% in all
cases, whereas a standard WISP would fail completely in fewer than 15 seconds away
from an RFID reader. In this particular trace, writing data to EEPROM memory
every five minutes has no impact on the WISP’s time of death and saves most of the
data recorded. This behavior is due to the 10 µF capacitor’s high responsiveness. It
typically achieves maximal voltage within the five-minute duration between EEPROM
writes. The WISP is then able to perform the energy-expensive EEPROM writes
without failing. The performance remains similar up to a duty-cycle of 2%, at which
point performance degrades significantly. In terms of uptime, performance reduces
only by about 3%, but the SolarWISP fails more far more frequently (174 failures
in 30 minutes). Finally, a duty-cycle of 5% results in slightly fewer failures than 2%
because of longer individual failures, but the overall uptime decreases as expected.
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The simulation study has important implications for designing systems using So-
larWISPs. Despite the fact that the trace represents bad lighting conditions with
heavy dynamics, the SolarWISP achieves uptimes of close to 100% across a range of
workloads. This result suggests that it is feasible to design systems that can exploit
the SolarWISPs ability to do useful work between reader contact events. A designer
may even be able to assume that the device rarely loses power or state between reader
contacts. However, the results also show that it is difficult to guarantee that a Solar-
WISP will stay awake. For example, it is not possible for the device to survive the
full 30 minutes — even if it remains in the lowest power mode at all times. Thus, it
is critical to design under the assumption that, even with ambient harvesting, a small
number of failures are inevitable and will need to be somehow mitigated.
While our study focused on a small capacitor size, dynamics are less of a con-
cern with larger capacitor sizes. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, larger capacitors can
sustain a CRFID for more than 10 hours, but there is a price to be paid in responsive-
ness. For some applications a large capacitor will allow a CRFID to ignore harvesting
dynamics, but for others, the rate of change in energy availability largely determines
the minimal appropriate capacitor.
3.4.4 Application Studies
We now present case studies that validate our recommendations for balancing
responsiveness and survivability. Each application stresses a different aspect of the
responsiveness vs. survivability tradeoff. The first mobile application interacts with
readers in frequent bursts of activity, making responsiveness critical. For the second
application, a SolarWISP is statically deployed in an outdoor environment. The long
harvesting outages caused by night make survivability the critical metric for success.
We evaluate each application using empirical measurements of a deployment. For
one application, we supplement the results with CCTS predictions to quantify the
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expected performance with a minimal capacitor size during a long deployment. For
example, CCTS predicts that a SolarWISP can achieve 84% uptime in the worst case
scenario that occurs in our traces.
3.4.4.1 Path Reconstruction
A mobile RFID tag or CRFID that periodically visits a set of networked readers
generates data as a collection of individual read events. Unfortunately, these individ-
ual read events can be quite noisy. For example, Welbourne et al. report less than
a 40% median success rate in detecting contact events using carefully placed readers
and a variety of tag positions [89]. Heavy post processing was required in order to
achieve reasonable inference accuracy for path reconstruction applications.
An attractive alternative to inferring tag behavior by examining reader logs is
to directly report the desired application level measurement. Because CRFIDs can
execute arbitrary instructions and store arbitrary state in memory, they are capable
of reporting a result directly to a reader. In the case of path reconstruction, a single
CRFID can report a timestamped list of all encountered readers. Providing mobile
CRFIDs the ability to directly report pathing information is attractive because this
removes the burden from the backend to infer paths based on large databases of tag
visitations. Additionally, security may be added by reporting a cryptographically
secure hash of path information instead of reporting a list of visitations in plain text.
Tag–reader interactions. To accurately reconstruct a path, at least one successful
read must be recorded per reader contact event. The additional range and higher read
rates enabled by ambient energy harvesting give the SolarWISP a higher chance of
being read when passing by a reader.
Table 3.5 shows a comparison between the standard and SolarWISP in terms of
successful reads per contact event. The experimental setup consisted of a mobile
WISP moving past each deployed reader 30 times. Note that the SolarWISP can
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Reader Reads (WISP) Reads (SolarWISP) Improvement
0 25.9 31.8 1.23x
1 7.2 18.3 2.54x
2 7.7 31.5 4.09x
3 6.9 26.6 3.86x
Table 3.5. The average number of times a mobile tag can be read increases by as
much as a factor of four when harvesting energy from ambient indoor lighting.
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Figure 3.7. Large capacitors allow many reads per visit, but reduce responsiveness.
A SolarWISP equipped with a 1000 µF capacitor misses 16% of reader visitations in
this experiment.
achieve up to four times the number of reads as compared to a standard WISP. Also
of significance is that the SolarWISP performs consistently better at each reader
location, in spite of different multipath environments, due to its greater energy avail-
ability.
Responsiveness. The responsiveness of a tag to reader queries is key to the per-
formance of path reconstruction. Choosing an excessively large capacitor will result
in large recovery times after responding to a burst of queries. If these recovery times
become too large, it is possible that reader visitations could be missed because of
insufficient voltage on the SolarWISP’s capacitor.
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Figure 3.8. The percent uptime for a SolarWISP with two different workloads as
predicted by CCTS. There are no outages predicted for the office1 trace, but there
are for the others. The percent difference in performance between the RAM retention
and timekeeping workloads is ∼2%.
To test responsiveness, we moved a SolarWISP through the field of a reader ∼50
times with two different sized capacitors. Figure 3.7 shows how the number of reads
per visitation contributes to the fraction of total reader visitation events. A Solar-
WISP equipped with the stock 10 µF capacitor was read 2–7 times per visitation.
This small capacitor size results in few reads per visit, but no visitations are missed
completely. The SolarWISP augmented with a 1 mF capacitor is read 0–558 times per
visit. This capacitor size, however, takes longer to charge and causes the SolarWISP
to miss 16% of reader visitations.
Based on this experiment, it is clear that dense reader deployments or high rates of
mobility require careful consideration of capacitor size. An excessively large capacitor
will cause a CRFID to miss reader visitations. A capacitor that is too small will result
in few reads per visitation, but may respond more consistently.
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Survivability. Survivability is also desirable for path reconstruction, but is not
essential since readers could supply timestamps while reader IDs and timestamps
may be potentially stored in EEPROM. Whether a CRFID keeps a local clock or
relies on reader infrastructure, the power consumption of this application is minimal
in between reader contact events. In the worst case, the application only needs to
increment a timestamp once every 10 seconds and retain the state of SRAM, which
contains past pathing data. These application characteristics suggest that a very
small capacitor should be sufficient in many cases.
To gauge the performance of a large variety of capacitor sizes for disconnected
operation in the path reconstruction application, we implemented the application in
CCTS and tested it against the indoor illuminance traces discussed in Section 3.3.1.
To test the application fully, we implemented both the version we measured empiri-
cally which records time locally, and the simple RAM retention version which assumes
timestamps from the reader. Figure 3.8 shows the most interesting results from these
simulation runs.
The only capacitor sizes to experience any outages were 10 µF and 100 µF, with
the 10 µF performance being worse in all cases. Because these runs represent the worst
performance, we present the percent uptimes for a 10 µF SolarWISP in Figure 3.8.
For the office1 simulation, there are no predicted outages for either workload. For the
residential1 simulation, the predicted percent uptime is between 92% and 95%. Fi-
nally, the predicted performance for the office2 trace is significantly worse—with only
85% and 84% uptime for the timekeeping and RAM retention workloads respectively.
3.4.4.2 Greenhouse Monitoring
The temperature, relative humidity, and incident radiation observed in a green-
house over time are of great interest to scientists studying biological responses to
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these factors. The sensing rate used for the experiment is 0.1 Hz. This sampling rate
was suggested by a biologist who monitors greenhouse conditions.
From a sensing perspective, greenhouses are an environment of interest for solar-
assisted CRFIDs because they can harvest light for long durations during the day
and little to no artificial light at night. The sampling rates are also low enough
that a mote-class device is greatly over-provisioned for the task. At the same time,
greenhouse monitoring is an application for which a perpetual deployment is desirable,
making batteryless computation a concrete maintenance advantage.
The SolarWISP contains an onboard temperature sensor, allowing the platform to
achieve some of the functionality required by biologists. We implemented an applica-
tion that records a 1-byte ADC sample once every 8 seconds and stores the result to
a 1kB EEPROM. This limited amount of nonvolatile storage only provides sufficient
space for 2.8 hours of temperature readings at this sampling rate, but this does not
change the accuracy of the application power profile. A next generation platform
could easily select a larger EEPROM while maintaining a similar form factor.
To survive the long power outages caused by night, we augment the SolarWISP
with a supercapacitor. We also leverage the FrankenWISP to record the supercapaci-
tor voltage once every 30 seconds to test survivability. Figure 3.9 shows voltage traces
for a two-day application deployment using two different supercapacitor sizes. While
both the 100 mF and 220 mF capacitor survive this deployment, they do decline to
∼2 V at night.
3.5 Related Work
RFIDs and RFID sensors. As the first example of a CRFID, Intel’s WISP has
defined the class of devices [78]. Emerging variants on the WISP platform include
Duke’s Blue Devil WISP [65] and the UW SoCWISP [61]. Yeager et al. propose
the use of supercapacitors to extend the fleeting lifetime of the WISP given a full
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Figure 3.9. Supercapacitors of varying sizes store sufficient energy during daytime
periods to prevent outages during night intervals. On an overcast snowy day, the
SolarWISP still manages to store enough energy to survive.
charge [91]. Buettner et al. demonstrate activity inference enabled by the WISP’s
sensors [17]. This body of work is mostly concerned with designing RFID sensors,
and does not consider how they can be augmented with ambient energy for autonomy.
Energy harvesting. There has been significant work on energy harvesting in
sensor networks. Recent work [12, 44, 46, 70, 83, 86, 36] has explored scenarios in
which nodes can harvest energy from their environment (e.g., from the sun) and use
it to recharge their batteries. In the absence of such energy, nodes can then subsist on
their replenished battery supply. There are also a growing number of solar-powered
sensor network deployments, such as James reserve in Irvine, CA [43], Berkeley Angelo
reserve, CA [83], CSIRO’s Fleck sensor network in Australia [25], and the LUSTER
system in Virginia [70]).
These systems are predominantly of the macro-harvesting type, wherein solar
panel and energy buffer sizes are chosen to smooth out the short time scale variations
in incoming energy. This greatly simplifies the design of a harvesting-aware sensor
network, and enables a priori provisioning of resources. In many of these deploy-
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ments, prior measurement studies of incident solar energy at the deployment location
are used to select appropriate solar panel sizes for the sensor devices and to set sys-
tem parameters such as the duty-cycling rate [90]. In contrast, our work tackles
micro-harvesting, where the device, panels, and buffer are small. As a consequence,
small-scale variations in energy conditions across seconds, minutes, or hours have a
significant impact on the design of our system.
More broadly, the viability of various energy harvesting sources for computation
and sensing has been considered many times in the past [62], but we focus exclu-
sively on RFID harvesters that produce power at the µW scale. Sample et al. have
demonstrated a WISP retrofitted with a directional TV antenna capable of harvest-
ing energy from a TV transmitter over two miles away when positioned carefully [67].
The energy, however, was used to power a static load (small thermometer with LCD)
rather than a WISP or other computation device.
Energy storage. At the core of our work is an understanding of the tradeoffs
presented by capacitors for hybrid harvesting CRFIDs. The use of supercapacitors
in sensor platforms is relatively common. For example, Prometheus is a harvesting-
based sensor platform that integrates a conventional LiOn rechargeable battery and
supercapacitors [44]. Capacitors are used in RFID systems as well. However, to the
best of our knowledge, the tradeoff between survivability and responsiveness due to
the use of capacitors has not been studied in any of the prior work.
Energy scheduling. Energy management for harvesting-based sensor networks has
been studied in the past. Moser et al. [59] present optimal scheduling algorithms for
harvesting networks that must meet deadlines; Vigorito et al. [86] present algorithms
for adaptive duty-cycling based on harvested energy. In addition to adaptive duty-
cycling, Kansal et al. [46] present a methodology for sizing energy buffers. While
our work does not directly relate to such scheduling schemes, we believe that our
work can inform such approaches. Many existing scheduling techniques are designed
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with implicit assumptions about the energy buffer and harvesting rate in mind. For
example, [59] uses predictions of harvesting rates for its scheduling. Our work shows
that for micro-harvesting, one needs to consider extremely small windows of time,
and cannot assume that harvesting is smoothed by the energy buffer.
3.6 Status and Conclusion
A small amount of ambient energy can grant autonomy to CRFID sensors. The
SolarWISP augments the traditional WISP with a 11.2 cm2 solar panel to supplement
the energy harvested by the RF charge pump. This small change increases effective
communication range threefold and quadruples read rate. The SolarWISP requires
only 35 lux to remain in perpetual timekeeping mode. Our trace-driven simulation
results show that the SolarWISP, even with only a 10 µF capacitor, can achieve nearly
95% uptime in RAM retention mode during a period of low light, while a standard
WISP would fail completely in less than 15 seconds in the absence of an RFID reader.
Our tools include a trace-driven simulator and an energy monitoring subsystem.
The CRFID Crash Test Simulator estimates the survivability of a parameterized
platform under a variety of lighting conditions. The FrankenWISP allows real-time
monitoring of extremely resource-limited devices without greatly disturbing mobility
or deployability. We hope that our tools and traces will help developers more easily
evaluate the design space for future hybrid micro-energy harvesting CRFIDs.
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CHAPTER 4
INCREASING PASSIVE COMMUNICATION
THROUGHPUT WITH THE BURST PRIMITIVE
Despite additional energy from ambient harvesting, passive embedded computing
systems still suffer from poor communication throughput while in the field of an
RFID reader. The root cause of this poor performance stems from inefficiencies in
the implementation of the defacto standard protocol used by UHF RFID devices.
In this chapter, we describe the design, implementation, and evaluation of a burst
protocol built on existing primitives that provides small populations of CRFIDs the
ability to send high throughput bursts of data.
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we investigate how to efficiently utilize the energy buffer of an
energy harvesting CRFID node for burst message exchange. We focus our attention on
mobile CRFIDs [89], whose movements result in two communication states: connected
and disconnected. While tags traverse their environment they perform a series of
sensing and computation operations. As time elapses, these devices buffer some
amount of data during disconnected operation; occasionally they encounter a reader,
resulting in a variable connection interval during which a tag may offload buffered
data.
Our goal is to optimize the bulk transfer of this buffered data from the CRFID
sensor to an RFID reader. Because CRFID sensors have small energy buffers, it is im-
perative that communications maximize throughput while minimizing the amount of
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energy per unit data. This presents several challenges. First, commercial RFID read-
ers follow the EPC Gen 2 protocol which is optimized for large numbers of tags that
each transfer a small amount of data (tag identifier). This protocol is inefficient when
considering sparsely deployed CRFID sensors that each potentially need to transfer
large amounts of buffered data to a reader. EPC Gen 2 also makes duty-cycling for
CRFIDs very difficult to implement because they must listen to a potentially large
number of messages while waiting to transmit; this is unacceptable as CRFIDs treat
energy as a precious commodity. While a complete re-design of the protocol stack is
possible, this would mean that CRFIDs could not take advantage of existing com-
mercial RFID readers, making them far less attractive for widespread use. Rather,
we seek to support efficient bulk data transfer while still being compatible with com-
mercially available EPC Gen 2 RFID readers. Second, when compared with other
sensing platforms, CRFIDs have different hardware components, use different energy
sources, use different energy buffers, and follow a different communication protocol.
Thus, designing an energy-optimized bulk transfer protocol for RFID sensors requires
an entirely new set of bandwidth and energy-optimization mechanisms. Third, CR-
FIDs present different usage scenarios since they are largely deployed indoors, and
often on mobile objects or people. Thus, any data transfer protocol should operate
effectively under scenarios where there are short contact durations with readers, and
considerable changes in link characteristics during mobility.
Our protocol, Flit, provides a fast and efficient alternative to the existing EPC Gen
2 protocol for bulk data transfer from sensors, while still remaining compatible with
existing RFID readers. Flit makes three fundamental changes to the protocol stack.
First, it enables each sensor to transfer data in a burst by responding to all slots in a
query round rather than just its assigned slot. This design choice improves goodput
and energy-efficiency by reducing wasted slots, and takes advantage of extended query
rounds with less control overhead. Second, Flit coordinates across sensors by using
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explicit burst notifiers that are echoed by RFID readers, rather than devices randomly
picking a slot in which to transmit. This approach serializes burst transfers across
nodes, thereby allowing greater goodput while reducing potential for collisions. Third,
Flit improves energy-efficiency by duty-cycling the RFID sensor when another CRFID
is in the middle of a burst. This avoids wasted energy due to overhearing of reader
messages during the burst, thereby enabling better use of a small buffer of stored
energy on the CRFID sensor.
Our results show that:
• Flit achieves 60% greater goodput than EPC Gen 2 for a single tag at different
distances from the reader, and for different mobility conditions. A breakdown
shows that much of these gains are due to the use of larger query rounds, and
avoiding wasted slots in the round.
• Flit achieves 4.5x more goodput than an EPC Gen 2 tag when three tags are
transferring data concurrently, and 9.2x goodput when five tags are transferring
simultaneously. In addition, Flit has considerably higher fairness than EPC Gen
2, which is skewed towards the node with highest SNR to the reader. This allows
sensors to take advantage of shorter contact durations with readers.
• Duty-cycling in Flit achieves up 6.04x better average power efficiency than a
non-duty cycled implementation. These power savings are acheived by mini-
mizing energy consumpted from listening to other CRFIDs’ transmissions.
4.2 An EPC Class 1 Gen 2 Primer
The Gen 2 protocol for RFID tags is designed to inventory large tag populations
over a number of communication rounds. To realize this protocol, an RFID must
traverse a simple state machine and respond appropriately to a set of reader com-
mands. Throughout this discussion, refer to Figure 4.1 to understand how a sequence
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Figure 4.1. A series of message exchanges are required between a reader and tag to
read the tag’s EPC code or user memory.
of reader commands and tag responses are used to transmit data to a reader. The
critical subset of EPC commands a CRFID must implement are:
Query, QueryRep, and QueryAdjust. A Query message (1) initiates a round of
communication. This message specifies several round parameters. The most critical
of these parameters is Q, which defines the number of slots in a round to be 2Q − 1
where 0 ≤ Q ≤ 15. Tags generate a non-negative, random slot counter within the
range specified by Q. The reader chooses Q such that collisions between tags are
minimized.
Slots after a Query are occupied by QueryRep (10) and QueryAdjust messages.
QueryRep messages indicate a successive slot for this round; QueryAdjust messages
indicate a successive slot and additionally adjust the current Q value by +/- 1. After
receiving either message, the tag decrements its slot counter; when the counter reaches
0, the tag proceeds.
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Ack(RN16). To disambiguate tags in the event of collision, an RN16 (2) message
is used. The RN16 is a 16-bit value randomly generated by the tag. Upon decoding
an RN16 from tag(s), the reader will echo one of the RN16s it received as an ACK
EPC. A tag knows it was chosen for communication if the received ACK matches
the sent RN16; if this is not the case, the tag gives up on this round of communication
to avoid further collision. After receiving its own RN16, the tag may backscatters
its EPC (4) code to the reader. After sending its EPC, the tag will not respond to
subsequent QueryReps or QueryAdjusts during this round of communication.
Req RN. A reader that wants to further investigate a tag’s state may send a
Req RN message (5). This message establishes a 16-bit handle to be use for sub-
sequent communication. The tag echoes the handle back to the reader as an ACK
(7).
Read. After establishing a session handle, the reader may send a read command
(8) to request a segment of the tag’s memory; after receiving a Read command, the
tag responds with the requested data (9). The tag appends the session handle and a
two byte CRC computed across the payload.
4.3 Limitations of Gen 2 for CRFIDs
In this section, we discuss several limitations the EPC Gen 2 protocol has on
designing an energy-efficient bulk data transfer protocol that transfers data from a
CRFID sensor to a reader. To understand these limits, we conducted a benchmark
study that quantifies the timing and energy requirements of relevant Gen 2 messages
for the Intel WISP 4.1; the results of this study are presented in Table 4.1. For each
message type, we report the time required to finish sending or receiving a particular
message in the Active column. The amount of time between a message and subsequent
message is reported in the Idle column. We compute the energy for a particular
operation by multiplying the platform power consumption by the sum of the Idle
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and active durations. For each message type, we also note whether WISP sends(TX)
or receives(RX) the message, as the WISP consumes more power when receiving a
message because it increases its clock frequency.
4.3.1 Singulation Inefficiency
The Gen 2 RFID protocol is designed around inventorying large numbers of tags
that need only report a static identifier. It is therefore primarily focused on collision
avoidance for a large number of passive tags. In this section, we show that EPC Gen
2 is inefficient for bulk transfer both in terms of throughput and energy-efficiency.
A key parameter that controls the efficiency of the EPC Gen 2 protocol is the
window size, Q. The window size is a parameter that is set by a reader based on
the tag population that it observes, as described in §4.2; during a round a number
of slots are chosen such that the probability of collision between two tag responses
is negligible. The EPC Gen 2 standard provides some general guidelines as opposed
to a specific algorithm for how to set Q, so the implementation of the algorithm is
vendor specific and is typically unavailable to the customer. In addition, there is
often no way to control the Q values set by a reader since modern RFID readers are
designed for ease of use and hide low-level protocol parameters from the operator.
In particular, the Impinj Speedway reader we used offers no visbility into the chosen
Q value; the resulting window size is completely decided by the reader’s proprietary
algorithm.
The efficiency of the EPC protocol depends on the value of Q set by the reader in
each round. For example, if a reader picks Q = 3 and there is only one tag present,
then there are 8 slots in this round, including the Query, one of which is utilized by the
tag. In addition to the obvious throughput inefficiency, this is also inefficient energy-
wise as a tag incurs the energy overhead of listening to the QueryRep or QueryAdj
messages for the slots that it does not respond to.
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Figure 4.2. This plot shows what Q value a reader actually chooses when non-burst
communication is used
To understand the practical inefficiencies of Gen 2 singulation, we looked at the
round lengths selected by an Impinj Speedway reader when a single WISP tag is
placed in front of it. While the reader does not provide an interface to obtain the
chosen Q value, the WISP is programmable, therefore we were able to obtain the
numbers by transmitting this information in place of the EPC code. Figure 4.2 shows
that the reader typically chose a Q value between 1 and 6, with a mean of 2.5; this
behavior held for distance up to 7 m. These Q values indicate that the number of
slots in a round varies between 2 and 64 slots despite only a single tag being present,
clearly a major source of inefficiency.
To further drive this point, we refer to Table 4.1. Based on a mean Q value
that varies between 2 and 6 as in Figure 4.2, the extra communication slots result
in degradation throughput that varies between 9.7 - 294.2% and energy consumption
that increases by between 34.9 - 546.4% as compared to a single tag communication
during a single slot round. It is also important to note that this is a lower bound
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# Time Time
Operation bits Active Idle Energy
Query(RX) 22 983 µs 52 µs 648 nJ
QueryRep(RX) 4 273 µs 50 µs 210 nJ
QueryAdj(RX) 9 415 µs 51 µs 319 nJ
Read(RX) 52 2100 µs 50 µs 1615 nJ
RN16(TX) 16 641 µs 2390 µs 422 nJ
Ack(RX) 18 660 µs 36 µs 508 nJ
Req RN(RX) 40 1616 µs 51 µs 1241 nJ
EPC(TX) 128 2450 µs 2360 µs 1615 nJ
CRC16 – 452 µs – 307 nJ
Table 4.1. A CRFID emulates Gen 2 in software leading to widely varying amounts
of energy consumption depending on the command.
on the amount of energy required as CRFIDs will likely remain in an active state
between received messages. These performance penalties change as a function of Q,
which is in turn a function of the number of tags present.
4.3.2 Inefficiency of Read Messages
Gen 2 supports tag user memory operations in addition to simple EPC queries. Of
particular interest is the Read command, which allows a reader to request a region
of the tag’s user memory. While at first glance, Read message seem to ideal for
transmitting sensor data from a tag, we show that they are inefficient in terms of
channel utilization and energy consumption.
Read messages are attractive because they support variable response lengths; a
long read message could potentially overcome the singulation inefficiencies we previ-
ously highlighted, in addition to allowing CRFIDs to transmit large amounts of data
to a reader. In theory, large Read messages are possible since Gen 2 specifies that
an upper limit of 255 bytes on their size, but in practice, the size of read messages
is limited by factors such as bit error rate, hardware limitations, and timing drift.
For example, we found that the Impinj Speedway reader supports Read requests of
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lengths upto 60 bytes. For the Intel WISP, we found that read error rates sharply
approached 100%, when 16 bytes of data were requested via Reads. Our hypothesis is
that these practical limitations stem from three reasons: a) long messages are vulner-
able to high bit-error rate (BER) at longer distances, particularly since the path loss
on a backscatter link drops as the fourth power of distance [88], b) longer messages
incur more timing drift, and RFID-scale devices often do not have real-time clocks to
adjust for these, and c) large messages incur high memory overhead, which is limiting
for RFID-scale devices. On the Intel WISP, both BER at higher distances and the
timing drift were issues that made it difficult to get longer Read messages across to
the reader.
Read messages also incur significant control overhead, which results in consider-
able throughput and energy inefficiency. As seen in Figure 4.1, a tag needs to be
singulated prior to handling a read request, and depending on the Q value chosen for
the round, may need to listen to several slots before it can set up a Read with the
reader. This design clearly outlines the priorities of EPC Gen 2 — it is designed for
obtaining identifiers from tags, and Reads are a second-class citizen that is intended
to be used sparingly. The overhead is compounded by the fact that long Read mes-
sages are not practical, and is inefficient energy-wise since the tag is forced to listen
to a long series of messages before its turn.
4.3.3 Lack of Duty-Cycling Support
Another major limitation of EPC Gen 2 is its lack of support for duty-cycling.
While duty-cycling of a CRFID may seem unimportant for communication since the
device receives power from the reader, this is not entirely true. The distance at which
a CRFID can communicate with a reader is far more than the distance at which
a tag can receive power from a reader. It is for this reason that passive tags have
operating distances of a few feet from a reader, whereas a hybrid-powered CRFID
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(RF + ambient harvesting) or a battery-powered active tag can have communication
ranges of 50-70 feet [40]. At longer distances, a CRFID needs to duty-cycle and
leverage low-power states since they are using precious reserves of stored energy or
are operating on small amounts of ambient power.
Wireless MAC protocols designed with duty-cycling in mind typically use a num-
ber of mechanisms to synchronize senders and receivers, and buffer packets while
waiting for synchronization to occur. For example, the 802.15.4 MAC layers uses
preambles to synchronize sleeping senders and receivers, the 802.11 power save mode
(PSM) relies on the access point buffering, and TDMA MACs have fixed slots, al-
lowing a device to sleep for a fixed duration without the risk of missing messages.
In contrast, EPC Gen 2 has non-deterministic arrival times of messages and vari-
able round lengths. While Q determines the length of a round, this length is often
not set at the beginning of a round. Instead, Q can be dynamically changed using
QueryAdjust messages (based on estimated tag density), and a tag would not know
the current value of Q if it misses a QueryAdjust message. In addition, slot lengths
can be different since slots can terminate at different times due to timeouts after dif-
ferent steps of the protocol. The consequence of lack of duty-cycling support is that
Gen 2 can cause CRFIDs to waste excessive energy on idle listening while waiting for
their communication slot.
4.4 Flit Design
There are a number of factors to consider when designing a bulk data trans-
fer mechanism for Gen 2. Such a mechanism must strive to: 1) maximize data
transfer rates so that sensor tags can transfer their data quickly and efficiently to a
reader during short contact events, 2) minimize power consumption so that a CRFID
can maximize the amount of data transferred using its small energy buffer, and 3)
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inter-operate with standard commercial RFID readers, so that CRFIDs can leverage
existing RFID reader infrastructure.
To realize these goals, we present the design of a burst protocol for CRFID sensors.
First, we discuss the design tradeoffs in using an EPC Query versus the Read com-
mand as the data transfer primitive. Next, we demonstrate how sensors can achieve
high levels of goodput using burst-mode data transfer that leverages unused slots in
the EPC Gen 2 protocol. Third, we show a coordination mechanism that uses burst
notifiers to avoid collisions among bursting tags. Fourth, we present a duty-cycling
mechanism that minimizes the energy lost to idle listening. Finally, we discuss impli-
cations of the design choices that we make when there are a mix of sensor tags that
are bursting and standard EPC Gen 2 tags that are only transmitting their identifier.
4.4.1 Read vs EPC for Burst Transfer
The first question in designing a burst data transfer protocol is which EPC Gen
2 message primitive to use as the building block for transferring data. Two options
present themselves in terms of adapting the EPC Gen 2 protocol for bulk data transfer
from the sensor to the reader. The first option is to use EPC Read command which
allows a variable amount of data to be transmitted from a tag to reader, but has
several inefficiencies as described above. The second is to use the EPC message, and
send application data instead of the 12 byte static identifier within this message.
We first look at the energy efficiency of Reads vs EPC messages using the set of
energy benchmarks in Table 4.1. The energy efficiency of the read command varies
with the length of the data sent in response to the read request, while an EPC message
is always 12 bytes. These benchmarks were captured using the Intel WISP 4.1 [78]
(more details in §4.5).
From this breakdown, we compute the amount of energy consumed per byte of
data transfer. Each Read command incurs energy overhead for steps 1–8 in Figure 4.1
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that precede the read payload. The energy consumed for each EPC command varies a
small degree based on whether it is in response to a Query, QueryRep or QueryAdjust
since they have different sizes.
Suppose that EPC codes are used to transfer data to the RFID reader. An analysis
based on a round with 4 slots (Q = 2) will result in 12 bytes of data arriving at the
reader per slot, for a total of 48 bytes of data. This process takes 39.77 µs.
Now, suppose that a Read message is used to request data from a tag’s user
memory. Since we must now use the EPC data to singulate an individual tag for
the subsequent Read command, a larger Read message is required to compensate for
this additional overhead. When considering the same 4 slots as in the EPC based
approach, the Read command incurs the previously computed time delay as overhead,
as well as steps 5 - 8 from Figure 4.1. In order to match the throughput of a pure
EPC-based approach under this scenario, a Read request of at least 116 bytes is
required. This result indicates that Reads are a poor choice for high throughput tag
to reader communications based on the reasons outlined in §4.3.2. A similar analysis
of the energy required per byte of transmitted data shows that a Read with 143 byte
request size is required to match the energy efficiency of the pure EPC approach. A
similar conclusion applies if energy efficient tag to reader communication is needed.
One advantage of Gen 2 Reads, is that they have built in options for security.
After a tag receives the handle message depicted in Figure 4.1, the tag may optionally
be sent an access message that contains a password; reception of a correct password
moves the tag into a logical state called Secured. This state may be utilized to protect
portions of tag memory targeted by a subsequent Read command. However, since
computational RFIDs can implement cryptography, they could instead encrypt data
locally if a particular application requires it.
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4.4.2 Burst-Mode EPC Transfer
Having selected the 12 byte EPC message as the building block for bulk transfer,
we turn to the question of improving efficiency when several hundreds of bytes of
data need to be transferred using this message primitive. If the Gen 2 protocol were
followed, data transfer would need to be over several tens or hundreds of rounds, and
a CRFID would receive only one slot in each round. As described in §4.3.1, this would
be extremely inefficient due to poor choices of Q at the reader.
The central idea in burst transfer is to ignore Gen 2 semantics of rounds, and to
treat the protocol simply as a sequence of unassigned request/response slots. Each
of these slots can be initiated by a Query, QueryRep, or QueryAdjust, but the burst
protocol does not treat them differently. Instead, a CRFID sensor assumes that
every slot is available to it for burst transfer, and just transfers its data in a sequence
of consecutive slots. Before discussing issues of coordination across multiple tags
(§4.4.4), we look at the benefits that this offers to a single tag.
The key benefit of burst transfer from a single tag is that we are no longer limited
by poor selection of Q by a reader (§4.3.1). In fact, we turn a drawback into an
advantage. To obtain the full benefits of burst transfer, we want the reader to choose
a large Q. As previously shown, a round is initiated by a Query message for the first
slot, and the other 2Q−1 slots are initiated by QueryReps. A few slots are initiated by
QueryAdjust messages, whose purpose is to increment or decrement Q in the middle
of a round. A subtle benefit of QueryReps and QueryAdjs, as opposed to Queries, is
their brevity. Based on protocol specs, Query, QueryRep and QueryAdjust messages
have lengths of 22, 4, and 9 bits respectively. As Q grows, the energy expended
during a round of communication becomes dominated by round trips involving reps
and adjusts.
The energy and throughput benefits of using longer Q are quantified in the fol-
lowing equations:
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Eround = Equery +
(
2Q+A − 1) · Erep + n · Eadjust (4.1)
Goodputrnd =
12
Tquery
+
12 · (2Q+A − 1)
Trep
+
12 · n
Tadj
(4.2)
Equation 4.1 shows the total energy spent on a round of communication, which
includes the energy spent on listening and replying to the first query slot(Equery), the
energy spent listening/replying to subsequent slots initiated by QueryReps (Q is the
initial value assigned by the reader, and A indicates how it was adjusted during the
round), and finally the energy spent on n QueryAdj messages that were sent during
the round. Equation 4.2 shows the goodput counterpart, which takes into account
the length of an EPC message (12 bytes), and the time for the three types of queries.
Using numbers from our microbenchmarks in Table 4.1, we see that a long round
with Q = 15 can give about 10% benefit in both energy and goodput over a short
round with Q = 0.
In summary, treating the Gen 2 protocol as a sequence of unassigned slots enables
us to a) limit inefficiency due to empty slots caused by poor selection of Q, and
b) improve efficiency by taking advantage of shorter slots initiated by QueryRep
messages.
4.4.3 Coordination via Burst Notifier
Responding in every slot has a severe limitation: if multiple CRFIDs are present,
they will suffer from collisions and see reduced energy efficiency and goodput instead
of the improvements. An active radio system could solve this problem using con-
trol messages such as RTS/CTS or an overhearing-based approach such as CSMA
to coordinate transfers between peer nodes. These approaches are not suitable for
backscatter communication circuits because they are unable to decode messages trans-
mitted by peers. An alternative would be for the reader to explicitly select a tag in
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the Query or QueryRep message, and all other tags that receive the message can
ignore the slot. However, as mentioned earlier, QueryReps are only 4 bits long, and
leaves no room for such addressing. Besides there is the limitation that readers do
not allow modifications of Query messages, making any such approach impractical.
Thus, we ask the question: How can CRFID sensors use the existing EPC protocol
to efficiently coordinate bursts?
A closer look at the Gen 2 Query/EPC exchange reveals that there is a two-way
handshake being performed, which presents a solution to this problem. As shown in
Step 3 of Figure 4.1, the reader echoes the RN16 of the RFID it chooses to occupy
a given communication slot. Our strategy is to overload the RN16 to signify that a
particular CRFID is currently bursting. We accomplish this by providing a special
interpretation of a segment of reserved RN16s; we partition the space of RN16s as
0 < n < 216, where n is the number of CRFID sensors deployed and values less than
n are considered burst notifiers. The value of n is statically selected at compile time
and is chosen based on the maximum number of CRFIDs envisioned for a particular
application. A sensor that wishes to send a burst of EPCs will use its statically
selected burst notifier chosen from the available pool, instead of a random value.
Note that the sensor selects a notifier just once for an entire burst, rather than once
per slot as is done by a standard tag.
The RN16 burst notifier is used in the following way: prior to initiating a burst, a
CRFID sensor listens to the channel after decoding a query, rep, or adjust message.
If the sensor observes an Ack within the range of burst RN16s, it should remain silent
to avoid colliding with an ongoing burst. If the slot contains an RN16 outside of this
range, it can go ahead and start a burst transfer after the current slot using its own
burst notifier, as non-burst EPC messages occupy only one slot.
It is, of course, possible that another CRFID sensor is in the middle of its burst
and either the reader might have missed the burst notifier or the listening sensor
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may not have received the notifier echoed by the reader due to channel error. Both
cases would lead the listening sensor to conclude that the channel is free and start to
burst, resulting in collisions at the reader. A collision at the reader typically results
in the reader receiving the stronger signal among the colliding tags due to capture
effect. The reader echoes the burst notifier that it receives, which results in only the
sensor with stronger signal continuing to burst. While a collision could also result in
neither signal being received by the reader, we handle this case by assigning a random
back-off interval after hearing no Ack when one is expected.
To prevent the sensor from holding the channel indefinitely, the burst will termi-
nate after a small, fixed amount of time that is large enough to amortize coordination
overheads, but small enough to allow mobile tags with limited communication oppor-
tunities a chance to offload a burst of data to the reader.
4.4.4 Duty-cycled Coordination
Burst transfer is a natural fit for CRFID duty-cycling for two reasons: a) transfer is
in large chunks of consecutive slots, enabling other nodes to sleep for longer durations
and re-charge while waiting for a burst to end, and b) inefficiencies incurred due to
duty-cycling such as wasted slots because a tag is asleep or wasted energy for listening
because it is awake too early can be amortized over the longer sleep durations.
While bursts are convenient for duty-cycling, the lack of enough bits in the
Query/QueryRep messages impacts duty-cycling efficiency as well. If a waiting tag
knew precisely how much longer a burst from another tag would last, it could sleep
for exactly that duration. However, this information is unavailable since a sensor
tag relies on the burst notifier from the reader to detect a burst, which provides no
information on the time remaining for the burst. Thus, a tag needs to periodically
wakeup to check the channel and detect if a burst has ended. Thus, a key challenge
for a duty-cycling strategy is to efficiently find the end of a burst so that sensors can
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capture the channel from another sensor between bursts and react quickly to mobility
dynamics while avoiding most of the energy wastage caused by overhearing.
Thus, there are two questions that remain regarding how to duty-cycle an CRFID
sensor: a) the amount of time a sensor should probe the channel and b) how much
time a sensor should sleep. Since tag-to-tag communication is impossible, we do not
consider adaptive policies for determining these intervals since the new probe and
sleep intervals would need to be shared with all tags. We now describe how these
intervals should be statically selected.
Probe Duration. The probe duration should be long enough such that a tag can
detect whether another tag is continuing to burst. This duration is equivalent to
a single slot in a query round. A sensor tag wakes up, listens to the first Query,
QueryRep, or QueryAdjust slot, and sees whether a burst notifier is echoed by the
reader during this slot. If so, it concludes that another tag is bursting and goes to
sleep; if not, it concludes that it can initiate its own burst and starts transmission in
the next slot. In the middle of a burst, if a tag detects that the reader has echoed a
different burst notifier it concludes that another CRFID sensor is bursting and goes
to sleep to save energy.
A potential issue here is that the duration of a slot can vary because a) Query,
QueryRep, and QueryAdjust messages are of different lengths, b) a slot can terminate
at different times depending on whether the reader times out after the RN16, Ack or
EPC steps in its state machine and c) mobility can introduce additional dynamics.
To address this, we look at the probe duration empirically by measuring the inter-
arrival time of Query, QueryRep or QueryAdjust messages for a continuous exchange
between an Intel WISP programmed with the EPC Gen 2 protocol and a reader.
We look at this distribution for different distances from the reader, as well as for
different mobility patterns. Figure 4.3 shows the CDF of the inter-message duration.
The results show that the inter-query intervals do not depend significantly on the
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Figure 4.3. Most Query, QueryRep, and QueryAdj messages have inter-arrival times
of less than 20 ms.
distance, and are impacted a little ,but not a lot, by mobility. The knee of the curves
is in the 15-20 ms range, thus we select 20 ms as our probe duration; this probe
duration is short and provides a reasonable guarantee that a query will be heard by
the WISP during the period it is awake.
Sleep Interval. There are several considerations in determining the sleep interval.
First, the sleep interval must be long enough that we get significant energy benefits
from duty-cycling. Second, it should be short enough that a tag can quickly react to
mobility-induced channel dynamics. Third, it should have sufficient randomization
so that we avoid unwanted synchronization issues that can result from multiple tags
waking up at the same time.
In terms of the energy consumption, we want a duty-cycle of lower than 10%,
hence the sleep duration should be at least 200 ms when the probe duration is 20 ms.
To understand the typical contact duration at walking speed, we use 1 reader in a cor-
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Figure 4.4. For human-scale mobility rates, the connection time between a tag and
reader typically lasts several seconds.
ridor, and walk in circles around it. We found that a typical contact duration is a few
seconds in duration (see Figure 4.4), hence the sleep duration should be much smaller
than this number. To prevent synchronization issues, the tag can randomize the sleep
time within a tolerable range that provides a desired amount of energy savings while
maintaining reactivity to expected mobility patterns for a given deployment.
4.4.5 Coexistence with Non-burst Tags
While our discussion thus far has assumed the tag population comprises solely of
sensor tags that have to transfer data in a burst, we now look at the implications
when a mix of sensor tags and standard EPC Gen 2 tags are communicating with the
same reader infrastructure. Not surprisingly, the net effect is that standard EPC Gen
2 tags incur more delay in communicating with a reader infrastructure. However,
there are mitigating factors that can enable better coordination across tags.
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The burst mode transfer mechanism that fills up all slots of a round impacts
standard Gen 2 tags in two ways. First, a standard tag which picks a slot within
a round will collide with a burst tag, resulting in loss of one of the messages. In
practice, we find that because of reader sensitivity, the reader gets one of the CRFID’s
messages with high probability (due to capture effect), hence it is still possible that
the standard tag gets its data through. However, if the burst tag has the stronger
signal, the standard tag suffers. Second, the burst transfer approach results in large Q
values, which makes a round long; since standard tags only respond in one slot within
a round, this makes their response slow. This effect is mitigated by the fact that we
limit bursts to a relatively short duration of time (1sec in our implementation), after
which a sensor goes to sleep for a short window of time before bursting again. The
duration between bursts is sufficient for a few short communication rounds, enabling
standard tags to get their data through.
The use of burst notifier facilitates co-ordination across CRFIDs, however, passive
tags are free to choose any value from 0 to 216 as its RN16, so it is possible that a
passive tag could choose an RN16 that conflicts with a burst notifier. However, we
choose a small part of the space for burst notifiers since we expect the number of
sensors in the vicinity of a reader to be in the tens (equivalent to the number of
objects in the vicinity of a reader) as opposed to thousands. Thus, the probability
of collision is low. In addition, the RN16s are chosen anew in each round, hence a
standard tag would likely choose a non-colliding RN16 in the next round.
4.5 Implementation
Our bulk transmission protocol is well suited for implementation on CRFID sen-
sors because it is a modification of the EPC Gen 2 protocol they already support.
CRFID sensors that want to implement the protocol need only modify their state
machine to properly handle burst-mode transmission, burst notifers, and duty cycle
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Figure 4.5. A coordinated bursting protocol for CRFID sensors can be implemented
as a state machine. The protocol uses sleep states to both avoid contention and
achieve energy efficiency.
appropriately in response to received message frames from a reader. In this section,
we show the state machine we used to implement our Bulk Transmission Protocol
for the Intel WISP. Next, we describe how state machine parameters can be defined
based on results from channel measurements and mobility experiments.
Figure 4.5 shows the state machine used to implement our Bulk Transmission
Protocol for the Intel WISP. Sensors that have data to send initialize a timer interrupt
and begin operation in the Sleep state. After this timer expires, the sensor activates
its comparator and enters state Frame Check ; after initializing another timeout value,
the microcontroller enters a low-power mode, only waking up to handle an incoming
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message frame. Upon receiving a valid message frame, the sensor will enter state
RN16 Probe; else, if the sensor does not hear a valid delimiter from a reader, it goes
back to state Sleep after timing out. While in state RN16 Probe, the sensor initializes
its timer with another timeout value; after hearing at least one empty frame from the
reader, in which the sensor does not hear another sensor’s BURST NOTIFIER, it will
send its own BURST NOTIFIER in response to a Query, QueryRep, or QueryAdjust
message. If the sensor hears its own BURST NOTIFIER, it enters state Burst ; if
another sensor’s BURST NOTIFIER is heard, instead of an empty slot or if the
timeout value is reached, the sensor enters state Sleep. Upon entering state Burst, the
sensor will again initialize a timer, then begin transferring the contents of its buffered
data as an EPC message in response to Query,QueryRep, or QueryAdjust messages;
the sensor uses its BURST NOTIFIER to send every message within the burst. Upon
completion, timeout, or detecting 4 slots during which it finds no acknowledgement,
the sensor returns to state Sleep.
4.5.1 Parameter Selection
While the state machine we previously described is a useful framework to con-
stuct our protocol, implementation of the state machine was not straightforward, and
needed several parameters to be carefully chosen and implementation aspects to be
carefully addressed. We describe a few of these challenges in this section.
Timeouts. The timeout values used in our state machine are chosen based on
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 in §4.4 that give good insight into expected connection intervals
and message inter-arrival times respectively. In practice, these timeout values are
used as comparison values for Timer A 1 on the WISP’s MSP430 microcontroller.
When considering hardware constraints and initialization overheads, one must also
be careful to not choose a set of timeout values that generate too many interrupts that
interfere with the WISP’s ability to timely respond to reader messages. In practice,
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timeouts > 2 ms give the WISP sufficient time to listen for messages, while also
providing the time needed to for timer initialization.
Duty-cycling. To implement the state machine, we also need to understand how
the RF subsystem operates, and how to achieve maximal duty-cycling benefits. The
RF subsystem comprises two components: a) the analog comparator that senses the
channel to detect the presence of a bit, and b) the microcontroller that wakes up upon
each interrupt from the comparator to process the bit and check if a valid message is
present. The duty-cycling strategy is straightforward — shutting off the comparator
avoids any energy lost from responding to interrupts and idle listening.
Burst Length. We choose one second as the length of a burst since it is long
enough to obtain substantial duty-cycling benefits. After using up a burst, a tag
pause 250 ms before trying to capture the channel for another burst. This duration
provides a window for other tags to capture the channel or passive tags to transmit
their identifier.
Burst Notifiers. The final parameter we consider is the burst notifier used by
tags to coordinate their burst transfers. When modifying the WISP firmware, we
found it can be difficult to get the state machine to stay within the tight timing
constraints specified by EPC Gen 2 protocol. Complex operations in the firmware
diminish responsiveness and in the end manifest as a reduction in goodput. For
example, choosing a poor ordering of comparisons while looking for a burst notifier
can lead to a 30% reduction in goodput. We also found that messages sent from the
reader to the WISP can contain bit errors; one example is the RN16 field, which in
actuality contains only 15 bits of consistent data. Thus, a careful implementation
was needed to make burst notifiers operate correctly.
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4.6 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the implementation of our bulk transmission proto-
col. The evaluation consists of four parts: 1) quantifying the goodput achievable
by burst-mode EPC transfer, 2) showing that our burst notifier based coordination
mechanism retains most of the goodput achieved by bursts by avoiding collisions, 3)
demonstrating the energy benefits of duty-cycling, and 4) evaluating the interaction
between bursting tags and standard EPC tags.
All evaluation results are obtained empirically; we feel this is important because
of the complex RF environment that affects tag performance. We present results for
small numbers of CRFIDs due to the limited number of prototypes available; the class
of applications we consider (described in §4.1) are well aligned to the number of tags
we use. In all of our experiments we use an Impinj Speedway reader with a fixed set
of configuration parameters. The reader paramters used were: 1) Type A reference
interval (Tari) = 25.0 µs, 2) Pulse Interval encoding (PIE) = 2.0:1, 3) Forward link =
PR-ASK, 4) Pulse width = 0.5 5) Link Frequency = 256 KHz 6) Reverse Modulation
= Miller 4, 6) Transmit power = 30.00 dBm, 7) channel = frequency hopping.
4.6.1 Burst mode transmission
The burst mode transmission protocol that we described in Section 4.4 ensures
that all slots created for a round of communication are utilized by CRFIDs. In this
section, we evaluate our burst transmission protocol in three ways: 1) We measure
the window size allocated by Impinj reader when burst mode transmission is utilized,
2) We evaluate the goodput benefit gained by burst mode transmission, and 3) We
provide a breakdown to show where the goodput benefits comes from.
Window size. In §4.4.2, we argued that the burst mode transmission strategy
results in an RFID reader choosing a large window size (Q value) within a round of
communication, leading to greater opportunities for using shorter messages, such as
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QueryRep or QueryAdjust, for data delivery. To validate this argument, we design an
experiment that compares the Q value chosen by an Impinj reader for standard EPC
transfer vs burst transfer. Our experiment setup places an Intel WISP in line-of-sight
of an Impinj reader’s antenna. The WISP piggybacks the Q value in place of the EPC
code that it backscatters to the reader. We found that the Impinj reader consistently
selects Q ≈ 10 for burst transmission independently of distance. As described in
§4.4.2, a large Q value is good for burst transmission. In contrast, the Impinj reader
selects Q ≈ 2 when the standard EPC Gen 2 protocol is used. Any Q value larger
than 0 leads to un-utilized slots, therefore, this choice results in a significant fraction
of wasted slots.
Goodput. To quantify how burst-mode transfer of EPC codes better utilizes slots,
we design an experiment that compares the goodput of a burst-optimized version
where a single tag responds within every slot versus EPC Gen 2. In this experiment,
we measure the goodput of an Intel WISP tag programmed to act as a conventional
EPC Gen 2 tag vs a WISP programmed for burst mode operation. We log the
average throughput observed by the reader at different distances for several minutes
and compare the results. Figure 4.6 shows that burst mode communication achieves
60% higher goodput than standard EPC Gen 2, and that these benefits are sustained
across different distances. It is also notable that, in practice, the benefits of burst
transfer are considerably larger than those that we predicted in §4.4.2. Our hypothesis
is that additional gains are a result of the reader over-allocating slots for passive tags,
resulting in comparatively low goodput.
Goodput breakdown. The increase in goodput for burst transmissions stems from
two factors. First, we utilize every slot rather than one slot in each inventory round
to transmit data. As shown in Figure 4.7, a standard EPC Gen 2 protocol only utilize
only 64.8% of slots in each inventory round at 1m and 68.0% at 7m since it responds
only to either a Query message or a QueryRep message, but not both – the other
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Figure 4.6. A CRFID sensor can achieve a 60% improvement in goodput by utilizing
all slots in a communication round.
slots will go unutilized. In contrast, bursts will utilizes 100% of the slots. Second,
in burst mode, we get more opportunities to exploit the shorter inventory messages:
QueryReps and QueryAdjusts. Shorter messages in the forward link have lower loss
rates; this leads to tags successfully capturing slots for data transfer with higher
probability. For large Q, communication is dominated by slots that are initiated
by QueryRep and QueryAdjust messages; as shown in Figure 4.7, the percentage
of QueryReps at 1 m while bursting increases to 76.6%, as compared to the 34.2%
slots in standard EPC Gen 2. This result holds true at a distance of 7 m as well.
By exploiting QueryRep and QueryAdjust messages, tags get more opportunities for
data transfer that contribute to higher goodput.
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4.6.2 Coordinating bursts
While burst-mode transfer provides significant improvements to goodput, it also
introduces problems when multiple RFID sensors wish to use the channel simulta-
neously. In this experiment, we evaluate how much the co-ordination mechanism
benefits goodput when multiple tags are transmitting.
We consider a baseline case when a single CRFID is present, a low-contention
case when three CRFIDs are simultaneously transferring data and a high-contention
case when five tags are simultaneously transferring data. The number of tags in our
experiment is limited by the WISPs that we have available, however, we expect that
the number of sensors transferring simultaneously will be a relatively small number.
All tags are placed in a line with their antennas placed parallel to the Impinj reader’s
antenna within line-of-sight at a distance of 1 meter. Figure 4.8 shows a breakdown
of the goodput for three protocols: a) standard EPC Gen 2, b) Burst mode without
coordination, and c) Burst mode transfer with cooordination.
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First, we look at the case where there is a single tag. We see that the standard
EPC Gen 2 tag performs significantly worse than the bursting sensor tags, as ex-
pected. We also see that the co-ordination scheme performs about 9.2% worse than
the case without co-ordination. This is because of the overhead required for coordina-
tion. After finishing a burst transmission, a coordinated tag releases the channel for
a 50 ms to allow other waiting tags to acquire the channel, which reduces goodput.
Next, we increase the tag population to three; we see a similar behavior in terms
of overall goodput, but the split across nodes is very different. Overall, we see that
burst mode transfer with coordination is still a little lower (7.7%) in total goodput
than the uncoordinated case. However, the un-coordinated case gives out more than
87.3% of the channel to one of the three tags. The burst protocol with co-ordination
is considerably fairer — all three tags receive a good chunk of the overall goodput.
Finally, when the tag population reaches five, the impact of collisions becomes signif-
icant and adversely impacts the performance of un-coordinated sensors. For bursts
without coordination, the total goodput reduces by 65.7% as compared to the single
tag and the three tag cases. In addition, the uncoordinated scheme is highly unfair
and allocates 90.0% of the goodput to one of the five tags. In contrast, when the five
tags coordinate, they acheive similar goodput as observed in the one and three node
cases.
Table 4.2 shows the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) values logged at
the reader for the backscattered data from the five tags and their respective goodputs.
Despite having similar distance from the reader, the tags observe different RSSI values
as a result of differences in antenna orientation. As a result the tag(Tag A) with
strongest RSSI(-39 dBm) captures the channel entirely and achieves a goodput of
540.5 bytes/second. The other four tags cumulatively get 10.0% of the total goodput,
each achieving less than 30 bytes/second. In contrast, coordination results in a more
even partitioning of goodput. Table 4.2 shows the co-ordination mechanism doesn’t
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Figure 4.8. Coordination improves throughput and fairness as more bursting CR-
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protocol overhead.
ID
Coordination No Coordination
RSSI (dBm) Goodput RSSI (dBm) Goodput
A -41.7 78.9 Bps -39.6 540.5 Bps
B -37.7 571.1 Bps -45.1 21.5 Bps
C -39.9 258.8 Bps -47.2 16.9 Bps
D -46.0 238.2 Bps -45.9 17.8 Bps
E -50.1 112.8 Bps -54.9 4.0 Bps
Table 4.2. A breakdown of the goodput from Fig 4.8 for the 5 tag case, shows that
the amount of goodput a tag achieves is related to the average RSSI value at the
reader.
necessarily favor the tag with highest RSSI — in fact although Tag D’s RSSI is lower
than Tag A, it gets a large fraction of the goodput.
4.6.3 Coordination-Aware Duty-Cycling
Coordination allows tags to avoid collisions between each others bursts, but does
nothing to prevent energy consumed due to idle listening. We now evaluate our duty
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cycling mechanism which duty-cycles the comparator to reduce energy consumed due
to idle listening. Our evaluation answers three questions: a) how much power is saved
due to duty-cycling?, B) does duty-cycling result in degradation in goodput? and C)
how does duty cycling affect the distribution of burst length among tags?
To quantify duty-cycling benefits, five tags continuously transmit EPCs for 10
minutes while deployed in a linear topology several feet from the reader with their
antennas perpendicular to the reader’s antenna. We set the probe and slew durations
as defined in §4.4.4 as 20 and 200 ms respectively and look at the power consumed
by each tag.
Figure 4.9 shows that duty-cycling reduces the average power consumption by
3.24x to 6.04x across the five tags when considering the amount of time the MCU
spends in sleep vs active modes. The benefits of duty cycling differ depending on how
often an individual tag gets access to the channel.
While duty-cycling improves overall energy consumption, a natural question is
whether these gains come at the cost of goodput. Figure 4.10 shows that duty cycle
based coordinated bursting tags have the highest goodput. This demonstrates that
our duty-cycling mechanism does not sacrifice goodput to achieve its energy gains
because of reduced channel contention that makes burst notifiers even more effective.
Finally, to better understand the dynamics of coordination and how frequently
nodes switch among each other, we look at a breakdown of the duration that each
tag holds the channel for the same dataset. We define a burst period as a contiguous
segment when a single tag is bursting; at the end of the period, some other tag
acquires the channel and starts bursting. These results are plotted in Figure 4.11.
The results show that bursts are variable in length, even though they are allowed a
maximum length of 1 second.
Fragmentation of bursts can result in unfair channel sharing because tags with
better placement will see fewer spurious losses and hold the channel longer more
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Figure 4.9. The Average power consumption of a CRFID is reduced considerably
by reducing the energy lost to idle listening.
frequently. We see this phenomena manifest prominently in Figure 4.11, as Tag A was
placed in an unintentionally poor orientation. Although Tag A’s bursts are shorter
on average, they maintain throughput (Figure 4.10 – when the channel becomes poor
according to tag A, another node grabs the channel. Upon hearing another tag’s burst
notifier, tag A immediately goes to sleep, resulting in very high power efficiency.
4.6.4 Coexistence with passive tags
In this section, we investigate the interaction between our burst protocol and
standard EPC Gen 2. We answer two questions when both bursting tags and standard
EPC tags are transmitting to an Impinj reader: 1) How does the goodput of CRFIDs
change when they compete for the channel with multiple standard EPC tags? 2) What
is the time between inventorying standard EPC tag when CRFIDs are bursting? We
setup experiments where both bursting tags and passive tags are collectively within
the field of an Impinj Reader’s antenna. We measure the goodput achieved by the
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Figure 4.10. Nodes that duty cycle achieve considerably higher goodput. This is a
result of reduced channel contention while non-bursting tags sleep.
tags that run the Flit protocol, and the interval required to inventory passive Gen 2
tags.
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Figure 4.11. When tags use coordination, they achieve similar burst lengths; in this
case Tag A is an exception because of particularly poor antenna orientation.
Goodput. Our goal in this experiment is to understand how increasing passive tag
populations impact the goodput of bursting CRFIDs. Since we did not have enough
Intel WISPs to use as passive tags, we use commercial passive tags for this experiment.
We deploy five CRFIDs that are continually bursting to a reader, and increase the
commercial passive tag population from 5 to 30. All commercial passive tags and
CRFIDs are placed 1 meter from reader and spread in a line parallel with the reader
antenna. Table 4.3 shows the average goodput as the passive tag population increases.
The results show that there is only a small effect until about 20 tags (the average
goodput is 253.3 bytes/second which is only a bit lower than 264.4 bytes/second when
there are no passive commercial tags). For larger populations of passive tags, there
are more collisions in slots which impacts goodput of burst CRFIDs. However, we see
that despite a relatively large passive tag population, CRFIDs continue to perform
well while bursting.
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# Passive Tags Avg Goodput (B/s)
0 264.4
5 222.1
10 238.0
15 270.7
20 253.3
25 184.2
30 184.9
Table 4.3. Deploying passive tags alongside a bursting CRFID causes the goodput
of the CRFID to degrade as the number of passive tags increases.
Time between inventory. In this experiment, we look at how the time to inven-
tory a population of passive tags is impacted by the presence of a burst CRFID. We
consider two variants of Flit — one with the standard 50 ms sleep period between
bursts, and one where this duration is increased to 100 ms. Figure 4.12 shows the
average inventory time and associated 95% confidence intervals when there’s a popu-
lation solely comprising commercial passive tags vs a mix of passive tags and bursting
CRFIDs. While the average inventory time increases with increasing population, the
increase is greater when a bursting CRFID is in the mix. However, the total time is
still of the order of a few seconds, showing that passive tags still see opportunities
to get data through. In addition, increasing the sleep duration between bursts to
100 ms dramatically reduces the inventory time to be only slightly larger than the
case when there are only passive tags. This provides a simple knob in deployments
where inventorying time for passive tags needs to be low.
4.7 Related Work
Empirical Wireless Measurements. In recent years there has been significant
work in measuring the characteristics of wireless communication channels for a variety
of communication mechanisms (e.g. [82]). Perhaps most relevant to our work is [?],
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which quantifies wireless performance of Gen 2 through an empirical study that looks
only at messages sent by a reader. In contrast, our focus is on improving tag to
reader communications for CRFIDs. Additionly, our measurements provide visibility
into the backscatter link by piggybacking statistics in EPC codes.
Bulk Data Transfer. The bulk transmission of data through a wireless channel
has been studied in a variety of contexts including hardware and software systems. In
an 802.11 setting [51] describes several mechanisms that together provide a transport
layer optimized for bulk data transmission. Our work looks at RFID backscatter as
opposed to 802.11; specifically, we focus on optimizations at the MAC layer for im-
proving the throughput of bulk data transfer. Also of interest is [47], which provides
a bulk transport protocol for 802.15.4 based wireless sensor networks. This work uses
an end-to-end acknowledgement-based protocol to provide reliability, a rate control
mechanism to minimize transfer time and a metric derived from combined signal
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strengths to avoiding hidden terminal issues. Instead, we focus on detecting other
CRFID bursts using reader messages rather than explicitly avoiding them with a col-
lision avoidance metric. Most similar to our work is [13], which proposes the use of
persistent read handles in EPC Gen 2 to offload large amounts of data from an indi-
vidual tag. While more efficient than requiring singulation for each read command,
this approach is limited to data transfer from a single tag and cannot take advantage
of the relatively shorter QueryRep and QueryAdjust commands.
While Flit provides bulk data transfer at the MAC layer, it does not preclude
performance improvements at the PHY layer as defined by EPC Gen 2. In [93],
the authors present a system that optimizes the channel and bit-rate selected by a
reader, such that tag goodput is maximized. This approach is completely compatible
with Flit; a CRFID communicating with an optimized reader would only see further
goodput gains.
The elimination of idle slots introduced by coordination is not a new idea and has
been looked at in wired contexts, where a common data bus is arbitrated for use by
multiple entities. One good example of this is the bus parking mechanism used in
the PowerPC 60x [9]. Here, the bus arbiter speculatively grants a bus master before
receiving a master request; this grant message is coordinated by broadcasting to all
attached devices. This is a very similar concept to the coordination mechanism we
use in Flit, where the reader broadcasts a burst notifier to all tags within range.
Energy Management. There has been some recent work on energy management
for CRFID systems. The work presented in [64] instruments code at compile time
to enable checkpointing software state to non-volatile storage; the goal is to avoid
energy wasted on work that was lost to power outages. In [15], a run-time system is
presented that adaptively schedules a task to avoid energy wastage. Wastage is de-
fined as work that does not complete due to of energy limitations, as well as harvested
energy that cannot be stored. [40] looks at tradeoffs when ambient harvesting is used
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with RF harvesting, and explores the choice of hardware components to satisfy ap-
plication requirements given an anticipated amount of harvested energy. Our work is
complementary to these efforts, as we improve the bandwidth and energy-efficiency of
the communication stack and efficiencies would only further improve with a run-time
management strategy.
Looking beyond CRFID research, there has been substantial work on energy man-
agement in harvesting-based sensors. For example, [80] achieves perpetual operation
by scheduling tasks to match predicted energy harvesting rates, [46] and [86] looks
at adaptive duty-cycling strategies for harvesting-based systems, [36] looks at using
efficient solar harvesting in combination with an ultra-wideband impulse radio to bal-
ance energy usage at an even smaller scale, and commercial efforts have looked at
micro-energy harvesting from miniature solar panels, thermal differences, vibrations,
and wireless power-over-distance technology (e.g. Powercast [3]). Such techniques
may be useful to ensure a suitable amount of buffered energy for bursts is available
during reader contact periods, and is complementary to this work.
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented the design, implementation, and evaluation of Flit,
a bulk transmission protocol for RFID-scale sensors. Through a careful analysis
of the EPC Gen 2 protocol for passive RFIDs, we identified several opportunities
for improvements to both throughput and energy efficiency when considering small
numbers of CRFIDs that have large amounts of data to send. Through empirical
evaluation, we demonstrated that significant gains in goodput are possible over a va-
riety of distances when compared to a tag that implements vanilla EPC Gen 2. To
enable the simultaneous bulk transfer of data from multiple CRFIDs, we designed
a simple coordination mechanism that works well in practice and through an ex-
perimental evaluation, showed the complete system retains most of the performance
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improvements we observed for a single, uncoordinated CRFID. Finally, we demon-
strated that our protocol can coexist with passive RFIDs can, but are inventoried
with increased latency.
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CHAPTER 5
USING A PASSIVE EMBEDDED SYSTEM TO PROTECT
THE MOBILE PHONE FROM MALICIOUS NFC
INTERACTIONS
One of the greatest challenges that passive embedded systems currently face is
lack of available communication infrastructure. The previous two chapters described
systems that target UHF RFID protocols; one major drawback of UHF RFID is
the reader infrastructure used for communications is primarily deployed in industry
supply chain networks and is not accessible for general purpose consumer applications.
In this chapter we shift our focus to HF RFID systems since readers for HF are
commonly found in mobile phones. In particular, we look at an application scenario
where a phone-based reader is used to power a passive peripheral that protects the
phone’s NFC interface by selectively blocking malicious NFC messages.
5.1 Introduction
Near Field Communication (NFC) has begun to make its way into major mobile
phones, with several Android, Blackberry, and Nokia phones already providing such
functionality. The proliferation of NFC on phones can open up a range of applications,
from being able to interact with NFC-tagged smart posters to revolutionizing the
payment industry, where phones are expected to replace credit cards as the most
convenient way to pay for products at the point-of-sale.
These benefits of NFC come at a price — security becomes particularly challenging
since phones are general-purpose computing devices that expose a relatively large
attack surface that can be exploited by unscrupulous individuals. These issues were
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exposed in a recent security breach that leveraged the fact that NFC tags can be
registered to open applications on a phone such as images, contacts, or web pages
without requiring user consent. In this attack, a mobile phone was directed to a URL
that hosted code that exploited a vulnerability in Android 4.1’s web browser [58].
In addition to technical issues, there are also non-technical challenges at play —
NFC mobile payments involve interaction between mobile phone manufacturers and
OS vendors (Blackberry, Google), mobile phone operators (ATT, Verizon, etc), and
banking organizations (VISA), leading to a complex and intertwined web of control.
For example, viaForensics [85] announced a Google Wallet vulnerability almost a year
ago, but it has yet to be patched because the fix would require a “change of agency”
rather than a quick OS patch. Thus, the outcome of business interests and complex
business dealings are likely to provide more opportunities for attacks that target the
fuzzy boundaries between these entities.
Existing efforts attempt to address these security concerns in several ways. First,
many mobile operating systems turn off the NFC interface when the screen is locked.
But if the OS is compromised, a malicious rootkit can keep the NFC interface turned
on when the screen is locked, thereby thwarting this defense. Second, mobile payments
ask the user to provide a four digit pin before an NFC-initiated payment. However,
this is also vulnerable to attacks such as the one demonstrated in [22], where the pin
code was inferred by looking at data stored by an NFC payment application. Once
the pin-code is cracked, a rootkit can potentially bypass user input entirely and make
a mobile payment that the user is completely unaware of. Third, phones can use
hardware (secure elements) that provides security guarantees for mobile payments
([54, 81]), but such hardware is not available for phones acting as readers. Thus,
none of the mechanisms fully address the scope of security issues presented by NFC.
We argue that there is a need for a hardware-based “NFC guardian”, EnGarde,
that is perpetually attached to the phone, and acts as an NFC firewall that allows
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legitimate interactions to occur as normal, while blocking unwanted NFC interactions
through jamming. While the idea of jamming unwanted interactions is reminiscent
of RFID blockers [66], practical instantiations of such ideas are bulky systems with
large power draw, and consequently not in wide use. In contrast, our design is small,
passively powered, and can be fully integrated on a mobile phone, thereby making it
entirely practical.
In addition to jamming, one of our goals is to design a tool that can be invaluable
to security concerned individuals that seek more insight into the low-level behavior of
their phone’s NFC interface. For example, unexpected data usage by an official NFC
application, Google Wallet, has been reported in several forums [4] but the lack of
visibility makes it difficult to determine whether this is the result of interactions with
external NFC devices. Creating a tool that puts the user in control of the interface,
rather than the operating system, could satiate some of these concerns until the
security implications of NFC on mobile phones are better understood.
Our design contributions are four-fold. First, EnGarde has the form-factor of
a self-contained and self-powered thin pad that attaches to the back of the phone,
and is agnostic of mobile operating system differences as well as idiosyncrasies of
different dock connectors. Second, EnGarde is easy to use since it operates entirely
through power scavenged from the NFC reader on mobile phones (or external readers
accessing the phone). Thus, it requires zero effort on the part of user to change
batteries, and only has a small effect on the phone in terms of overall harvesting needs.
Third, EnGarde defends against a wide range of passive tag and active reader based
attacks that cover the spectrum of NFC protocols and operational modes including
those that target the phone a) in reader mode interacting with a malicious tag,
b) in tag mode interacting with a malicious reader, and c) in active peer-to-peer
mode interacting with a malicious phone. Fourth, EnGarde can be programmed to
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trigger upon detecting specific types of messages, protocols, or transactions that are
indicative of security violations, and disrupt these interactions through jamming.
Our design presents a range of technical challenges that we address in this work.
First, we dramatically reduce power consumption during jamming by requiring no
active transmission in most cases; rather we leverage the NFC carrier wave to gener-
ate an interfering subcarrier while scavenging energy. Second, we design algorithms
that maximize the energy scavenging efficiency from the phone while simultaneously
minimizing the power footprint on the phone. Third, we design an early warning
mechanism that detects presence or absence of an NFC device in the vicinity without
any communication occurring between the phone and the device, thereby enabling
EnGarde to stay out of the way when there is a legitimate transaction as well as to
prime itself to thwart an illegitimate one. Fourth, we prototype the complete system
and hardware, and demonstrate that all of the outlined capabilities can fit in a flat
form-factor of roughly five square inches, demonstrating its practicality.
Our results show that:
I We can jam tag responses with 100% success rate while consuming only 6.4 µW
of power, which is considerably more efficient than prior approaches that have
used active jamming.
I We can accurately detect tag presence with an accuracy of 95% under a wide
range of conditions, while having negligible impact on legitimate communica-
tions.
I We can continuously power EnGarde solely through NFC-based power scaveng-
ing, while being 4× more efficient than a naive harvesting approach that does
not consider the host phone’s power consumption.
I We can defend successfully against attacks similar to a known URL attack
scenario, and show that we can detect and block a particular NDEF URL type
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with 100% accuracy, while allowing other NDEF messages to reach the phone
unimpeded.
5.2 Design Requirements
In this section, we discuss some of the requirements that we used as the rationale
for our design choices in EnGarde.
Protect all NFC Modes: A central design goal is protecting all NFC modes
implemented on a mobile phone. This means that EnGarde should be able to block
NFC messages between the phone and external entity whether the phone is acting
as a reader or in tag emulation mode. The specific types of attacks EnGarde should
protect against are:
I Malicious tags deployed in infrastructure (such as tags with URLs). When the
phone discovers and interprets the tag’s information, it is instructed to take
some action that compromises the phone’s security; this could be the phone
being directed to a malicious web site. In this attack, we need to protect the
phone while it acts as a reader and block communication before the phone
receives the malicious data. This type of attack is well known in the security
community as “fuzzing”.
I A Phone encounters a malicious device in peer-to-peer mode. Since this type
of interaction can support arbitrary file transfer, the phone is vulnerable to
whatever content is transferred from its peer. EnGarde would need to detect
and block these malicious data transfers.
I An external reader reads and discovers the ID used by the phone while in tag
emulation mode. This would mean that an external entity would be able to track
the location of a particular phone user each time the ID is read, compromising
their privacy. Additionally, a similar attack could result in the user’s financial
information being compromised if it were sent in the clear. EnGarde should
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block the release of this information. This type of attack is well known in the
security community as “identity theft”.
I A user inadvertently installs an application on their mobile phone that uses the
NFC interface for malicious purposes. The user’s phone may then subsequently
be used by an attacker to perform any of the attacks above.
Transparently Powered: EnGarde should integrate with a mobile phone in
the most transparent way possible. For example, one way to power EnGarde would
be to connect it via the phone’s dock connector which could then be used to supply
power. However, this would leave EnGarde completely unpowered if a user connects
a different peripheral to the dock or charges the phone and forgets to plug in EnGarde;
instead, we advocate a passively powered mechanism where EnGarde harvests power
from the NFC interface while the phone is actively being used. We also note that
powering the phone in this way would allow EnGarde to function independently from
a potentially compromised operating system. Thus, EnGarde should be a physically
separate piece of hardware that does not rely on a wired interface for power.
No impact on usability: We wanted EnGarde to be almost invisible, both
in terms of physical form factor as well as in its effect on the usability of the phone for
legitimate NFC transactions. This meant that EnGarde should be small enough that
it can be a patch stuck on a phone (or eventually integrated with a phone’s battery).
Additionally, EnGarde should not diminish user experience for NFC transactions that
a user wishes to make. In other words, there should be negligible effect in terms of
packet loss rates or distance at which NFC transactions are possible if a legitimate
NFC device is communicating with the phone.
Programmable Rules: Given that the types of NFC vulnerabilities will al-
most certainly evolve as new attacks are discovered and known attacks are patched,
we want to have a fully programmable platform where the rules upon which to jam
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can be specified. These rules can range from blocking all exchanges of a certain
type (e.g. payments), blocking exchanges with tags that contain a URL and use the
browser, blocking when certain sensitive information is transmitted in clear text, and
so on. Thus, EnGarde should be programmable, and block only those interactions
that are known to be vulnerable, while allowing other messages to get through to the
phone.
Fail Safe: Since EnGarde relies on energy scavenging, one question is what
happens if it runs out of power; this may occur after a long period after the phone is
idle. In particular, since EnGarde decodes messages and jams only when malicious
interactions were detected, what would happen if the microcontroller that makes this
decision is unable to operate? The duration when EnGarde is charging provides
a window of opportunity to an attacker. Thus, a key requirement is that EnGarde
should fail safely, i.e. when the MCU does not have sufficient power to make intelligent
jamming decisions, it should default to a mode where it jams NFC interactions as
soon as the phone initiates NFC discovery until the MCU is able to operate and
make a more judicious decision. In this manner, the phone is protected whether or
not EnGarde has charge.
5.3 An Overview of NFC
NFC is a relatively new technology. In this section, we give an overview of NFC
by examining the underlying communication standards, protocols, and physical layer
characteristics. The design of EnGarde is heavily influenced by these details.
5.3.1 NFC Communication Layer
NFC uses High Frequency (HF) RFID as its communication layer. The NFC
standard requires that a compliant device be compatible with all existing HF RFID
communication layer standards. HF RFID is used to communicate between a tag and
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Figure 5.1. Functional block diagram of HF RFID reader and tag.
a reader. The tag contains a globally unique ID and some data which is optionally
writable by a reader. The tag is a passive electronic device which is powered by the
reader during communication.
The reader powers tags in its vicinity using a magnetic field. Before communicat-
ing with a tag, the reader runs a discovery protocol to discover the tags in its vicinity.
If multiple tags are found, a collision avoidance protocol is used to identify individual
tags. Once a tag is discovered, the reader uses the tag ID to uniquely address the tag
for reading and writing tag data.
Since the reader generates the magnetic field to power the tag, the communication
is always reader initiated. During each interaction, the reader generates the field and
sends a message addressed to a specific tag; the tag, after interpreting the reader
message, sends a reply.
Figure 5.1 shows the basic components of the HF reader and tag. The reader
generates a magnetic field at 13.56MHz using a tuned reader coil; the tag has a coil
tuned to the same frequency. Due to the magnetic coupling between these coils,
similar to the operation of an electrical transformer, the reader coil induces a voltage
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in the tag coil. This AC voltage is converted to a DC voltage to power the tag
electronics. Since magnetic field strength decays rapidly with distance, NFC systems
have a typical range of a few centimeters (with larger reader antennas and high-power
readers, the communication range can go up to 1 meter).
Reader to tag communication. Reader to tag communications use Amplitude
Modulation (AM) of the 13.56MHz carrier. The carrier amplitude variation causes a
corresponding variation of the voltage induced at the tag’s coil.
The tag decodes this signal variation using a simple circuit. Different communica-
tion protocol standards use AM as a primitive to encode data using different coding
techniques. Table 5.1 shows various protocol standards and modulation formats.
Tag to reader communication. Tag to reader communications use load modu-
lation, where the load across the tag coil is varied by switching on and off a parallel
resistor (or a capacitor). Since the tag coil receives its power from the reader coil,
the varying load causes a varying current and a voltage at the reader coil.
The load modulation is used to generate a 847.5kHz sub carrier which is encoded
using different coding techniques (Table 5.1).
5.3.2 NFC Device-Level Interactions
Although NFC is based on HF RFID technology, NFC has more capabilities than
discovery, reading, and writing of RFID tags by a reader.
Communication modes Unlike a traditional reader or a tag, an an NFC-enabled
phone can take on multiple roles:
Phone as a reader. In this mode, the NFC enabled mobile phone behaves as an
RFID reader. The phone periodically runs a tag discovery loop to identify compatible
tags in its vicinity, and establishes communication with them. This mode is typically
used to scan QR-code like tags that contain a short piece of information such as phone
numbers and URLs.
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Figure 5.2. An NDEF message has a regular structure and holds an NDEF record.
This message contains a URL that uses a prefix of “http://”
Phone as an emulated tag. In this mode, called tag emulation mode, the mobile
phone behaves like an RFID tag – an external reader can discover and interact with
the phone. Since the NFC-related circuitry is powered by the reader’s magnetic field,
this mode can be active even when the phone has no power. This mode is typically
used for mobile payments in transit card-like applications.
Phone as a peer. Here the phone communicates in a peer to peer mode with
another NFC enabled device such as a phone. In this mode, which is typically entered
after one device discovers the other, both parties take turns generating the carrier.
This communication mode supports the highest rate of communication and is used
to share small files between mobile phones.
NDEF standard The NFC Data Exchange Format (NDEF) provides a common
language that enables HF RFID tags, which could be based on different HF standards,
to exchange data. The well known NDEF message has a regular structure – In
Figure 5.2, we show an example of one such NDEF message. This particular message
contains a record that conforms to a well-defined type, as indicated by the TNF field
being set to 0x01. The ID field of the message increases the degree of specificity –
the particular well defined type is a URI, as indicated by the Record Type field being
set to 0x55. The last field in an NDEF message contains the NDEF record; in a URI
record, the first byte contains a prefix that is applied to the message. This particular
URI uses an identifier code of 0x03 to apply the prefix http://; other options could
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have been 0x00 or 0x04 for example, which correspond to no prefix and https://
respectively.
Coding Coding Bit Rate
Forward Reverse kbps
ISO 15693 1 out of 4/256
Manchester 1.65,
6.62, 26.48
ISO 14443-A Mod. Miller Manchester 106, 212, 424
ISO 14443-B NRZ-L BPSK 106, 212, 424
Sony FeliCa ASK Manchester 212, 424
ISO 18092
Mod. Miller
Manchester 106, 212,424
Manchester
Table 5.1. Summary of NFC Forum Supported Protocols
Platform support In addition to the various protocols and messaging formats
available, there are also differences in how NFC is supported across platforms. We
summarize some of these differences in Table 5.2. All platforms we looked at disallow
use of the phone as a reader while the screen is locked. A couple of key differences are
that Blackberry 7 and Windows Phone 8 allow card emulation mode to work while
the screen is locked. In fact, Blackberry 7 allows any user application to access card
emulation mode; however, only core applications have access to the secure element.
EnGarde is designed to operate across all these platforms and operating systems.
Platform Card Emulation Support
Android 4.1
While screen unlocked;
only Google Wallet
Windows Phone 8
While screen unlocked/locked;
Restricted applications
Blackberry 7
While screen unlocked/locked/off;
Any user application supported
Table 5.2. The management of tag emulation mode varies across platforms.
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5.4 Identifying NFC protocols
One of our design requirements is that EnGarde supports programmable black-
listing rules, which implies that it should be able to both listen to, and interpret all
possible NFC message exchanges in real time, and decide which ones to block and
which ones to allow. However, this requires that EnGarde be able to decode a wide
range of NFC modulation formats to determine which of the NFC protocols is being
used so that it can determine the information content in them.
While this may seem similar to what an NFC reader does to read tags that support
different NFC formats, there is a key difference. When an NFC reader establishes
communication with another NFC device, it first goes through a discovery phase
composed of multiple RFID protocol-dependent discovery messages. Hence, when a
reader discovers a tag, the reader identifies and agrees upon the modulation protocol
to be used with that tag. In contrast, EnGarde does not know what protocol is
currently being used, and needs to search through all possible protocols to determine
which one is correct.
One option to perform such a search might be to use a software radio, but this
has significant limitations. The first column in Table 5.3 shows the modulation pulse
width for different protocols varies by more than an order of magnitude; this implies
that a software radio would need to sample the carrier at the highest rate required to
decode all these protocols, and then search through the signal to identify the current
protocol. However, this would result in considerable energy overhead, both because
of the high rate of carrier sampling (e.g. detecting NFC 15693 requires 31× lower
sampling rate than for NFC 14443-A), and because of the substantial processing
overhead of performing the search. Thus, it is critical to find a cheaper option for
identifying the protocol.
Leverage reader-to-tag messages Our key idea is to leverage the reader to tag
portion of the each communication round. During each reader and tag interaction,
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Figure 5.3. EnGarde classifies different NFC protocols by examing a signal’s carrier
pulse characteristics.
the reader initiates the communication with an ASK modulated signal, while tags
respond back with a subcarrier modulated signal. The ASK modulated carrier signal
requires very limited energy resources to decode. We can simply examine the first
pulse of the amplitude modulated carrier at the start of an NFC message to group the
protocol into several categories. Table 5.3 shows how different pulse characteristics
map to different protocols.
Low-power protocol detector Figure 5.3 shows the HW implementation of such
a detector that does the first level of protocol classification. EnGarde uses a small
“sampling coil”, consisting of a couple of turns, to sample the RF signal. Two com-
parators are used to detect the pulse edges and the modulation depth of the envelope
of the modulated carrier signal. A HW timer-based capture units of a microcontroller
enable the measuring of this pulse width with an accuracy of 0.5 µs; an interrupt pin
captures the ASK modulation type. The power consumption of the analog portion of
this circuit is only 34 µW.
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Pulse (µs) OOK
ISO Protocol
and speed (kbps)
0.29 N 14443A-848
0.59 N 14443A-424
1.18 N
18092-424, 14443A-212,
Felica-424
2.36 N
18092-212, 14443B-424,
Felica-212
2.36 Y 18092-106, 14443A-106
4.72 N 14443B-212
9.44 N 14443B-106, 15693
9.44 Y 15693
Table 5.3. Different protocols that map to given characteristics of the 1st carrier
modulation pulse of a NFC data packet.
Once the protocol is assigned to one of the subgroups, a lightweight software
solution can uniquely identify the specific protocol by examining the first few starting
bytes. Once the RFID protocol is identified, we use an off-the-shelf NFC reader chip
for decoding the data.
5.5 Jamming NFC communication
Once malicious activity is suspected by examining ongoing message exchanges,
EnGarde should disrupt the communication by jamming. While past work on pro-
tecting RFID transactions has used active jamming techniques, this requires several
100 mWs of power, which is much higher than what we can afford on EnGarde. Our
goal is to design a cheaper jamming mechanism, that operates within the constraints
of the energy that we can scavenge.
Since NFC communication has two distinct phases — reader communication and
tag response–we look at these cases separately, and design jamming primitives for
each of them. We then show how these primitives can be used to effectively jam the
different NFC protocols.
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Figure 5.4. EnGarde harvests energy and blocks malicious tags using a load
modulation-based tag jamming circuit.
5.5.1 Jamming Primitives
There are two jamming primitives, which we call reflective jamming and pulse
jamming based on what communication modality is being jammed.
Reflective jamming Tag-to-reader communication uses load modulation of the tag
antenna using a subcarrier frequency. Our key observation is that all NFC protocols
use a common 847.5kHz subcarrier, irrespective of the communication data rate used.
Hence, to jam ongoing tag response communications, EnGarde only needs to generate
a 847.5kHz subcarrier using load modulation of the tuned coil. Such a load-based
modulation is particularly attractive since this is exactly what a typical NFC tag
needs to perform, and hence can be easily done using energy scavenged from the
ongoing communication that is being jammed.
A hardware implementation of such a subcarrier-based jammer is shown in Fig-
ure 5.4 (based on an NFC tag reference design in [34]). This circuit is similar to an
NFC tag in that the jamming electronics are completely powered by the energy scav-
enged from the reader. The circuit has minimal components and therefore consumes
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little power. Our measurements show that subcarrier generation only consumes 6.4
µW of power.
Pulse jamming Unlike jamming a tag response, jamming a reader (or a peer de-
vice) requires EnGarde to generate an active magnetic field transmission that inter-
feres with an ongoing reader transmission. However, as we described earlier, gener-
ating active transmissions that are capable of swamping the signal from the reader
would require 100s of mW of power (e.g. the TI TRF7970A RFID reader consumes
as much as 250 mW). This would be almost an order of magnitude more power than
what can be scavenged on EnGarde, making it infeasible for our purposes.
Our approach to address this problem is to generate a targeted pulse that disrupts
an ongoing communication. Since different ASK-based carrier modulation schemes
require carrier modulations at bit-time durations, a carrier pulse only needs to be
' 20 µs (2 bit durations at the lowest data rate) long in-order to corrupt the mes-
sage. Such a pulse-based jamming mechanism is orders of magnitude shorter than
the duration of the shortest valid NFC message, which means that it can easily be
supported via scavenged energy.
Our pulse-based jamming approach has one drawback — it is possible that a
high-powered NFC reader generates a strong enough signal that our attempts at
corrupting the signal does not result in a sufficiently high signal-strength difference,
and is therefore unsuccessful. While this is a weakness of the technique, we think that
we would block a large fraction of reader transmissions, particularly because EnGarde
would be much closer to the phone than an external NFC device that is initiating
such a signal.
5.5.2 Jamming During NFC Communication
Given the two primitives, we now look at how to use them to jam different NFC
communication modes.
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I Tag Reader Mode: In this mode, the phone acts as an RFID reader and reads
passive tag content. A possible attack could be a malicious tag that directs the
mobile phone to a malicious website. In this mode, EnGarde uses subcarrier-
based jamming to disrupt the data exchange with the tag.
I Tag Emulation Mode: Here, the phone acts as a tag and responds to queries
from another NFC device (a phone or an infrastructure reader). In this mode,
EnGarde can use the subcarrier-based jamming to prevent leakage of sensitive
information from the phone.
I Peer-to-Peer Mode: During this mode, the phone and an external NFC device
exchanges information by both actively transmitting signals. EnGarde needs to
transmit a jamming pulse signal to block malicious interactions in this instance.
While EnGarde may not be able to block malicious high power transmitters,
we note that peer-to-peer interaction starts with a discovery step during which
nearby devices are discovered. Hence, subcarrier-based jamming can be used at
this stage to disrupt the establishment of a peer-to-peer communication thereby
nipping such a transaction in the bud.
5.6 Energy Harvesting
Energy scavenging is central to the design of EnGarde since it allows the device to
operate perpetually despite having a small energy buffer. Our approach is to leverage
the same inductive coupling based harvesting mechanism by which NFC tags harvest
power to communicate with a phone. This gives EnGarde the unique ability to jam
communications while at the same time scavenging energy from the source.
While NFC enables energy transfer, one question is how much power can be
harvested by EnGarde from the phone, and how much power is expended by the
phone for this transfer. To understand this, we measure the power draw of the phone
using a Monsoon power meter on a Samsung Galaxy Nexus phone running Android
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Phone’s Phone Power Energy
Harvesting Strategy NFC Duty Cycle Consumption Overhead Transfer Efficiency
Opportunistic 10.1% 0 mW 17.30%
Tag-Spoofing 33.3% 27.2 mW 19.16%
Subcarrier 86.6% 154.1 mW 12.49%
Full NFC 100% 287.38 mW 8.04%
Table 5.4. Tradeoff between harvesting efficiency and phone’s transfer efficiency
4.1 (Jelly Bean) when an NFC tag is in front of the phone vs when NFC is completely
turned off. We also measure the peak AC power harvested on EnGarde during NFC
activity. Our results show that the phone’s carrier is continuously switched on, hence
we are able to harvest 30mW of power at EnGarde. This means that EnGarde can
potentially have a fairly significant power profile. However, we also see that the phone
consumes 301.5mW of power during this process, i.e. the transfer efficiency is only
9.95%. In this section, we ask how to balance the need to buffer sufficient energy in
EnGarde’s energy buffer while maximizing transfer efficiency so that EnGarde has
only a small impact on the phone’s battery.
5.6.1 Harvesting mechanisms
We now outline three harvesting alternatives that have better power transfer effi-
ciency than the full-NFC mode for harvesting power from the phone.
Opportunistic The first harvesting mode, which we refer to as opportunistic, is
essentially for the tag to do nothing special, and just opportunistically harvest energy
coming from discovery messages that are transmitted by the phone. When a phone
is unlocked, the phone sends out discovery messages periodically (10% duty-cycle)
to check for the presence of nearby devices. The advantage of this mode is that the
phone incurs no additional overhead beyond what it is already incurring.
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The transfer efficiency in this mode reveals a surprising result — the average
power consumed by the phone increases only by 14.1 mW for transmitting discovery
messages, which gives us a transfer efficiency of 17.3%, which is almost double of
the transfer efficiency when the phone is in full NFC active mode. The likely cause
for the difference in efficiency seems to be that the bulk of the NFC protocol is
implemented on a dedicated NFC reader chip that resides in the phone’s battery.
Only valid responses from an NFC tag results in interrupts that are handled by the
operating system. Thus, when an NFC tag is transmitting valid responses, additional
CPU cycles must be spent handling the read events, resulting in the extra power
consumption. Thus, opportunistic harvesting is efficient but EnGarde only gets 10%
of the power that it would have received were the phone’s carrier continually active.
Tag-Spoofing The second harvesting mode, which we refer to as tag-spoofing, tries
to trick the dedicated NFC chip into delivering more power without interrupting the
Android OS as frequently as in full NFC mode. To implement this strategy, we look
at how an NFC reader performs initial detection of tag presence. After sending energy
to a potential tag, the first hint that a tag may actually be present is looking for a
change in the voltage of the carrier it sent to a tag. A transponder influences this
voltage by modulating its transponder coil. If a reader observes this change in voltage,
it may decide to send additional energy for subsequent communications.
We test this theory by modulating the harvesting coil via a resistor using a short
pulse that is 10 us in length. Indeed, we found that this did result in the phone
providing more power for a short period, after which it times out and reverts to
discovery mode. The process can be repeated to ensure that the reader continues to
provide additional power.
This harvesting strategy results in the phone’s subcarrier being active for 33.3%
of the time, so EnGarde gets about three times the power that was harvested in
opportunistic mode, but it also incurs 41mW overhead on the phone (i.e. 27mW
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more than for discovery messages). However, the transfer efficiency is high at about
19%, which is even higher than what was obtained in opportunistic mode.
Subcarrier Our third harvesting mode, subcarrier, closes the gap between tag-
spoofing and full-NFC in terms of amount of harvested power at EnGarde. As
discussed in §??, jamming is performed by generating a 848 kHz subcarrier. Our
measurements show that subcarrier is able to increase the amount of time the carrier
is active to 86.6%, and results in 168.2 mW of harvesting overhead on the phone. This
gives us a transfer efficiency of 12.49%, which, while not as good as the opportunistic
and tag-spoofing modes, is about 50% better in efficiency than the full-NFC mode
while giving EnGarde close to the maximum average power.
5.6.2 Demand Harvesting Algorithm
We now have three harvesting schemes that are more efficient than full NFC
mode — opportunistic, tag spoofing, and subcarrier — that give us different options
in terms of amount of scavenged energy at EnGarde and transfer efficiency.
We now describe a demand-based harvesting algorithm that runs on EnGarde
and ensures that sufficient power is harvested from the phone to maintain its energy
buffer at close to its maximum capacity, while minimizing the energy cost incurred
by the mobile phone to transfer power. The algorithm works in two steps: First, it
estimates the length of the next unlock interval by observing history of phone use. We
use a simple EWMA filter over the history of unlock durations in our implementation.
Second, it uses the estimated unlock duration to determine the fraction of time to
use each harvesting mode needs to be used. Intuitively, if the buffer can be filled up
just using opportunistic harvesting, then this is the cheapest approach since discovery
messages are transmitted by the phone whether or not EnGarde is harvesting this
power. If this is not sufficient to replenish energy in the buffer, then the algorithm
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needs to decide how to use a combination of the other two harvesting modes to ensure
that the buffer is filled while maximizing transfer efficiency.
We formally define the parameters described in the model as: a) T is the current
estimate of unlock duration from an EWMA-based estimator, b) B is the current
energy buffer level, and Bmax is the desired energy level, c) {Eopp, Eso, Esub} are the
Energy harvested from {opportunistic, tag-spoofing, subcarrier} modes if they were
exclusively used for the time T, d) {Cso, Csub} represents the phone energy over-
head for tag spoofing and subcarrier modes; note that the overhead in opportunistic
mode, Copp = 0, since the phone is expending this energy whether or not EnGarde
is present, and e) {fopp, fso, fsub} are the fraction of time opportunistic, tag-spoofing
and subcarrier modes are used within the interval T, where fopp + fso + fsub = 1.
Our optimization problem can now be formulated as minimizing the overhead on
the phone, where overhead is defined as the additional energy that the phone needs
to use above and beyond what it is expending in the opportunistic mode, given the
constraints that the total energy harvested in time T should be sufficient to get the
buffer to Bmax.
min: Tfso(Cso − Copp) + Tfsub(Csub − Copp))
subject to: Eoppfopp + Esofso + Esubfsub +B = Bmax
fopp + fso + fsub = 1
fopp > 0, fso > 0, fsub > 0
This linear optimization can be simplified using well-known approximation meth-
ods to run in real-time on EnGarde. We do not provide a complete algorithm in the
interest of space. The intuition behind the approximation is that fi, i = {so, sub}
should be chosen to maximize the harvested energy Ei while minimizing the cost Ci.
So the ratio of Ei
Ci
determines the selection between tag-spoofing and subcarrier modes.
Because opportunistic mode has zero overhead, it will be used whenever possible.
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5.7 NFC Device Detection
The ability to detect the presence or absence of an NFC device in the vicinity
of the phone is important in two ways: a) EnGarde can avoid disrupting legitimate
interactions between the phone and an NFC device (smart tag, payment station, etc),
and b) EnGarde can stop jamming when it detects that the offending device is no
longer in the phone’s vicinity, and is thus no longer a threat.
One approach to solving this problem would be to look at the message interactions
to determine whether or not there is another NFC device present. The phone switches
from discovery mode to active mode (or software tag emulation mode) once it starts
communicating with another device in the vicinity. Since EnGarde has the capability
to decode messages, it can detect a message that indicates the start of an interaction
with another device.
However, this solution has a problem. If EnGarde is harvesting energy in any of
the three modes, even if just harvesting opportunistically, it hampers the coupling
between the phone and the external device. This means that we need to detect devices
prior to communication occurring between them. Similarly, while we are jamming,
we cannot decode messages to detect when the NFC device leaves the vicinity of the
phone, and therefore when we should stop jamming.
Our solution to this problem has two key contributions: a) a reliable and fast
NFC device detector that leverages changes in mutual coupling, and b) a dual-coil
hardware design that includes a harvesting coil and a sampling coil that are tailored
to different needs.
5.7.1 Mutual Coupling-based NFC Detection
Our key idea to detect the presence of an NFC device leverages the manner in
which inductive coupling works when several coils are present. NFC coils operate
using the property of electromagnetic induction i.e. one coil induces a voltage in the
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other coil (mutual inductance). If multiple coils are present in the vicinity of an
inductor, then the mutual inductance is split across these two coils. Therefore, the
voltage induced in each of the coils reduces. Our idea is to detect this change in
voltage at the output of the rectifier, and use it as an indicator of the presence of
another NFC device.
One drawback of such a detector is that nearby metallic materials that couple, may
have the same effect on voltage. When a coil generating a magnetic field is brought
near a conductive material such as aluminum, it induces eddy currents that reduce
the amount of flux detected in EnGarde. However, we argue that false positives are
not a significant concern since if EnGarde detects no NFC interaction for a time
period, it can revert to harvesting mode.
To test this theory we attach a tuned coil and voltage regulator circuit to a Galaxy
Nexus phone and bring tags of various technologies in proximity of the phone /
harvester pair. In Figure 5.5, we plot the voltage across the rectifier. The plot shows
two interesting observations. First, we see that the decrease in voltage is proportional
to the amount of power the tag draws. A simple tag, such as an ISO 14443-A Charlie
card transportation transponder, has a small impact, while a more complex tag, such
as an ISO 14443-B EEPROM tag, has a much more noticeable impact. Second, we
see that, as expected, other metallic objects (in this case a large aluminum plane)
also causes large voltage changes.
To ensure reliable NFC device detection, we tune the detection threshold such that
even a slight dip in the voltage compared to no tag being present causes EnGarde
to backoff. To test our detector, we placed a set of tags (same as those used in
Figure 5.5) in and out of the proximity of the phone and turned the phone’s screen
on and off. The results are over 100 such tag presence events, and we observe a
detection accuracy of 95%, which shows that we only miss a small fraction of the
cases. Note that even in these cases where a tag is not detected, EnGarde is still
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securing the phone since it is continuously listening for any message interaction that
could be indicative of malicious behavior. The only downside of missed detection is
a diminished user experience since the phone might need to be moved closer to the
tag to ensure that EnGarde backs off and enables communication to occur.
5.7.2 Dual-coil Design
What should EnGarde do when an NFC device is detected in the vicinity? One
option is to have a switch and detach the load from the coil, but in doing so, EnGarde
loses the ability to listen to messages and decide when to jam based on message
content.
Our key insight is that we can decode communications by using a small “sampling”
coil that has fewer turns and is detuned to the carrier, and use a “harvesting” coil
solely for harvesting and jamming purposes. The sampling coil would reduce the level
of interference to be small enough not to impact communication between the tag and
external device while still retaining the ability to decode messages.
To understand how well our dual-coil design works, we look at the cases when the
coil is connected and disconnected from our harvesting circuit. With the harvesting
coil disconnected, we measured an average communication latency of 20 ms across a
set of ISO 14443-A, ISO 14443-B, and ISO 15693 tags. In all test cases, we found that
the phone was able to read the tags even though EnGarde was physically present.
We then connect it to our harvesting coil and repeat the previous experiment. We
found that while harvesting power, tags had an increase in communication latency
of 3 ms. We also found that in a handful of test cases (15% of the cases we tested),
ISO 14443-B EEPROM based tags could not successfully read. This emphasizes the
importance of the tag detection as described above.
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Figure 5.5. The presence of NFC transponders can be identified by observing a
change in the output of a voltage rectifier; tag technologies that draw more power see
a larger change in voltage. The presence of metal causes a huge change in voltage
over a short range.
5.8 EnGarde Implementation
Figure 5.7 shows a prototype version of EnGarde; our current hardware imple-
ments all the design elements, except for pulse jamming, described in §5.5.1. The
current prototype measures 2.0 by 2.6 inches, and is well within the form-factor of
a typical smartphone. We believe that future revisions can shrink this even further.
We now briefly describe the key hardware sub-components used in the prototype
and describe its operation using a state machine abstraction that uses the hardware
primitives to enable selective jamming.
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Figure 5.6. EnGarde is implemented across several subsystems that provide power,
jam, and enforce a set of programmable blocking rules.
5.8.1 Hardware
The goal of our EnGarde implementation was to build a form-factor prototype
that can actually be attached to the back of a mobile phone. We show how hardware
subcomponents are interconnected in Figure 5.6.
The first key hardware element is a small “sensing” coil that is used to sense the
magnetic field in vicinity of the phone. The NFC protocol detector module uses this
coil’s output to detect the active NFC protocol type. The NFC decoder block uses
the sense coil’s output and the Rx chain of a TI TRF7970A NFC reader; the reader is
configured in software by the microcontroller to decode a particular RFID protocol.
The sense coil’s output is also used by the microcontroller for tag presence detection.
The next key design element is a tuned coil and a capacitor arranged in parallel;
this coil is used for both jamming and energy scavenging. The jamming module is
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Figure 5.7. EnGarde is implemented as a low-profile printed circuit board with
small form factor.
controlled by the onboard microcontroller and may be enabled or disabled depending
on security or harvesting needs. One important characteristic of this circuit is that
it fails safe if EnGarde’s energy buffer is depleted – this enables protection against
malicious transactions and also improves the energy available via scavenging (Sec-
tion 5.6).
A critical element of our hardware design is the energy scavenging module used
to harvest energy from active reader transmissions. This module can be disabled
to reduce the impact on the phone’s NFC communications (Section 5.7). Since the
microcontroller needs energy to boot, the scavenging module, much like the jamming
module, defaults to active mode in the event that the energy buffer is depleted. Since
jamming is based on load modulation, jamming is automatically disabled when the
scavenging module is disabled.
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Figure 5.8. EnGarde switches between several different operational states to harvest
energy, detect NFC devices, decode messages, and jam malicious NFC devices.
To condition harvested energy for storage, a MAX17710 battery manager chip
manages the charging of the on-board Thinergy MEC201 1 mAH thinfilm battery.
The use of a diminutive thin-film battery is particularly compelling, since EnGarde
needs to minimize thickness in addition to length and width.
Finally, an MSP430F2274 16-bit low power microcontroller manages the various
sub-components of EnGarde. This particular microcontroller was chosen because it
has an ADC that enables tag detection, has low power operating modes and can
transition between power states quickly.
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5.8.2 State Machine
EnGarde follows the state machine shown in Figure 5.8. When EnGarde is drained
of power or when its energy reserve is depleted, the device is in the state no power
where the microcontroller is not active. However, our device fails safe, so the jamming
module is used in conjunction with the tuned coil in this mode of operation. Whenever
an NFC signal is seen either from the phone, or an external device, this circuit
simultaneously jams the signal while increasing power transfer from the reader. After
accumulating sufficient energy, control is relinquished to EnGarde’s microcontroller.
After the microcontroller boots, it enters a low power state referred to as System
Idle; while in this mode, the microcontroller listens for interrupts from the sensing
coil / tag presence detector. If an NFC device is found to be present, it uses the
protocol detector module to decode reader-side messages.
If an external device has entered the vicinity of the mobile phone, EnGarde also
switches on the decoder and enters its highest power state, NFC Decoder Active,
where it decodes NFC transactions; before entering this state EnGarde detaches its
harvesting coil and listens with the sensing coil.
After activating its NFC decoder, EnGarde decodes messages sent by the phone,
as well as messages coming from the external device. It goes through its list of
blacklisting rules, and if there is a match, it enters state Jam. If no such blacklist
entry is matched, EnGarde will continue to listen to message exchanges until the
external device exits the vicinity of the mobile phone at which point it reverts to
demand-based harvesting using its tuned coil.
While in state Jam, EnGarde continuously generates a subcarrier that makes
communication with external passive devices impossible for the phone to decode. If
EnGarde detects a message from an active external device, as in peer-to-peer mode,
it can generate an active subcarrier pulse for two bit durations per frame to disrupt
active communications. As in the previous case, EnGarde continues to jam until it
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detects the external device has left the vicinity and returns to state Demand Driven
Harvesting.
5.8.3 Blocking Rules
In addition to harvesting sufficient power and jamming effectively, EnGarde also
needs to know when to block and when not to block particular NFC message ex-
changes. Since NFC is an emerging technology rather than a well established one, our
work should be viewed as a preemptive mechanism that addresses potential threats
rather than a reactive one that addresses existing attacks (NFC is one of the threat
predictions for 2013 released by McAfee Labs [57]). Thus, instead of focusing on
particular attacks, we provide a framework under which a rich sets of rules may be
constructed.
Block protocol. The first level of rule-based filtering occurs in hardware – tag
responses are sorted according to their respective protocols by using information
provided by the protocol detection circuit presented in Figure 5.3 and subsequently
handled by protocol-specific code. The highest granularity control a user has over
EnGarde is to block all messages belonging to an entire protocol. An example where
this might be used is where a more concerned user would like to prevent their phone’s
unique NFC ID from being read, so it blocks the entire ISO 14443-A protocol.
Block tag IDs. The next level of rule-based filtering occurs during the anti-collision
phase of a particular protocol’s anti-collision message exchange. During each of the
protocols, a tag responds with a unique or pseudo-unique identifier that belongs to a
particular tag. Thus, a user can block some subset of tag IDs that could correspond
to a particular manufacturer or set of compromised tags.
Message content. The finest granularity of rule-based filtering occurs based on
the content of the messages themselves. These rules are specified in a software graph
structure using Aho and Corasick’s keyword tree [8]. This structure has been used
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Figure 5.9. EnGarde implements a set of flexible rules based on a keyword tree
structure specified in software. In this example, all well-understood NDEF messages
corresponding to a URI type with prefix “http://www.malware.*” are blocked. Other
sniffed tag responses are logged.
widely in pattern search algorithms and is also used in a popular packet tracing
program, Snort [30]. We illustrate an example using this approach in Figure 5.9 –
this rule definition logs all NDEF messages and proactively blocks those that corre-
spond to well-known NDEF messages of the type URI that start with the substring
“http://www.malware.”
In our current implementation, these rule sets are decided at software compile
time and programmed into the Microcontroller using a wired JTAG interface. In
principle, these rules can be updated via NFC from a secure application, however we
have not yet implemented this functionality on our current hardware.
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5.9 Experimental Evaluation
Our evaluation covers three major aspects of our system: a) how effective is our
jamming scheme in blocking interaction between the phone and other NFC devices,
and b) a demonstration of EnGarde’s capability to perform targeted jamming of
malicious tags while allowing benign ones to interact with the phone, and c) how well
does our scavenging scheme perform over a long-term phone usage dataset,
5.9.1 Jamming Effectiveness
Figure 5.10. Our EnGarde prototype meets the form factor needs required for semi-
permanent attachment to a mobile phone. Here, we show it on the back of a Galaxy
Nexus
An understanding of how effectively EnGarde is capable of jamming NFC devices
is critical towards showing that it sufficiently protects a mobile phone from external
NFC threats. In particular, we want to understand what types of tags can circumvent
our jamming signal and which types of tags the phone might be more vulnerable to.
Figure 5.10 shows an image of our jamming effectiveness test setup.
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Jamming malicious tags. We installed EnGarde on the back of a Galaxy Nexus
phone and moved several different tags towards the phone, such that they were in
direct contact with the back of the phone. The types of tags that we looked at
were: ISO 14443-A. ISO 14443-B, ISO 15693, and a TI TRF7970 operating in ISO
14443-B tag emulation mode. We found that none of these tags could successfully
communicate with the phone while the subcarrier was active. While we don’t want to
make any claims that communication with the phone is impossible, we haven’t been
able to find a tag that can get past our jamming signal.
Jamming malicious readers. Another important jamming on EnGarde is when
an NFC reader, such as a mobile payment station, tries to read the mobile phone while
in card emulation mode. We program a TRF7970 as a general purpose NFC reader,
sending queries at its highest power level (200 mW). We found that when EnGarde
is installed on the back of the phone, we effectively block 100% of the phone’s ISO
14443-A response.
EnGarde Versus RFID Guardian [66]. While a direct comparison against
active jamming approaches, such as the RFID Guardian, would require designing
another hardware platform, we briefly discuss the key differences. NFC Guardian
actively generates two 424 KHz sub bands around the 13.56 MHz, which can block
NFC tags within a half meter radius. Since we are only interested in protecting the
mobile phone, we are able to passively generate a similar signal at negligible energy
cost. For example, in the above experiments, if we change the setup by moving
EnGarde some distance away from the phone, and place a tag directly on the back of
the phone where EnGarde would normally be installed, we find that EnGarde blocks
all communication provided that it is within 1.0 mm of the phone, but has limited
effect after that distance. Thus, our jamming is extremely targeted, which improves
our efficiency.
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5.9.2 Targeted blocking of malicious interactions
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Figure 5.11. EnGarde monitors the messages sent from an emulated ISO14443-B
tag, detects a malicious URL type and jams all subsequent communications
We now look at a case where there is a malicious tag and other non-malicious
ones, and show that EnGarde can be programmed with blacklisting rules that al-
lows real-time decoding of NFC interactions and targeted jamming of malicious ones.
Specifically, we look at a case study where EnGarde is programmed to block a par-
ticular set of URLs on an ISO 14443-B NDEF tag.
In our study, we program a TRF7970A evaluation module to behave as an emu-
lated ISO-14443-B NDEF tag. This emulated tag approaches a Galaxy Nexus phone;
in a scenario when EnGarde is not present, the phone uses the discovery phase to
identify a tag is present. The phone then sends a series of messages that select the
NDEF message stored on the emulated tag, leading up to where the tag sends its
reply that contains the requested NDEF message.
After successfully decoding the NDEF response, the phone takes action according
to the contents of the NDEF message. In this case, the NDEF message has its TNF
field set to 0x01, which means that it is a well understood type. After checking the
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ID type field, it finds that this message is a URI type message that contains a URL,
Phone Number, or other address from a variety of different protocols. In the first
byte of the NDEF record, the phone finds the value 0x01, which corresponds to the
string “http://www.” The subsequent characters correspond to the rest of the URL
“malware.com”. The phone automatically loads this webpage in its web browser.
Next let’s look at the case where EnGarde is installed on the back of the phone.
EnGarde decodes all of the bits corresponding to the emulated tag’s reply; we show
the bits actually decoded by EnGarde the time series shown in Figure 5.11. We
can see that the tag first responds to the phone’s REQB discovery message with an
ATQB that contains the tags pseudo unique ID. After identifying the emulated tag,
the phone sends an Atrrib message that indicates this particular tag has been selected
for further communication, after which the tag replies with a standard Attrib answer
message.
EnGarde next observes the sequence of messages corresponding to the NDEF mes-
sage selection. After observing that the tag has sent its capability container (NDEF
CC) and subsequent NDEF record length value, EnGarde knows where to find the
NDEF message. It looks in the byte location that contains the URI identifier code
0x01, which corresponds to “http://www/” and immediately activates its subcarrier
jamming circuit to block the rest of the message. It is also important to note that En-
Garde will parse individual characters if the URI identifier code contains 0x00, which
means that no compressed prefix is applied to the URI. If the characters correspond
to “http://”, again the rest of the message is blocked. We tried to get the phone to
read the tag 20 times and the phone was never successful.
Finally, we show that EnGarde allows transactions that don’t satisfy our blocking
rules. To prove this, we use another emulated tag, but program it with the URL
“https://www.cs.umass.edu”. In this case, the URL is not blocked and the page
opens in the phone’s web browser. Again, we found that this was robust to various
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placements of the tag. While we did not quantify the impact EnGarde had on the
benign tag’s read range, it wasn’t noticeably different than during a typical NFC
interaction.
5.9.3 Scavenging performance
Our final evaluation looks at the performance of the scavenging subsystem. Since
this evaluation depends on the actual time for which the phone is unlocked, and the
duration between unlock events, we look at what impact these dynamics have on
EnGarde. To accomplish this, we look at a set of traces provide by the LiveLab
project at Rice University[76]. These traces were collected from 35 users over the
span of a year and contain the screen unlock data needed to understand variability
in available harvested energy.
Simulation Parameter Value
Quiescent Power Consumption 38.8 µW
Reader Power Consumption 32.7 mW
Opportunistic Power Harvesting 3.03 mW
Semi-Opp Power Harvesting 10.0 mW
Subcarrier Power Harvesting 26.0 mW
Thin-film battery capacity 14.4 J
Duration of NDEF exchange 0.56 seconds
Table 5.5. A summary of the parameters used in our simulation study
Harvesting Study: Before looking at the behavior of the adaptive algorithm
presented in §5.6.2, we first seek an understanding of the performance tradeoffs given
the screen unlock interval dynamics present in the Livelab traces. In particular we
ask the question: What performance can EnGarde achieve despite variability in the
amount of energy harvested from the mobile phone and what impact does this har-
vesting have on the mobile phone’s battery lifetime? To answer this question, we
look at how many messages EnGarde can sniff on a given day, as well as the impact
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EnGarde has on a mobile phone’s battery irrespective of energy storage limitations
on EnGarde. The CDFs we plot in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 are computed across all
days and all users.
In Figure 5.12, we show EnGarde’s harvesting potential in terms of the number
of NDEF interactions we sniff. To get a sense of how much each of these individual
messages cost in terms of energy, we looked at the amount of time such an NDEF
interaction takes to complete by measuring such an interaction between an Android
Galaxy Nexus and an ISO 14443-A MiFare DESFire transponder card. We found
that these interactions take 0.56 seconds, averaged across 20 trials; given the power
consumption of EnGarde’s reader hardware, each interaction consumes 18.3 mJ of
energy. Our three naive harvesting strategies – Opportunistic, Tag-Spoofing, and
Subcarrier – are each capable of sniffing large numbers of these interactions. For
example, the opportunistic harvesting strategy is capable of sniffing 100 such interac-
tions for 86% of the days across all traces and 2413 interactions for 50% of the days;
performance vastly improves when using the other two naive strategies.
Although EnGarde is capable of harvesting sufficient energy to sniff a substantial
number of NDEF interactions, this comes at a cost. In Figure 5.13 we show the
impact of NDEF sniffing on the phone’s battery consumption for each naive harvesting
strategy (We note that the x-axis % battery consumed is truncated to 100% because
of the impact of several outlying data points; our goal is to show the impact on a
single battery given no recharging). We note that the opportunistic-only strategy
consumes 8.3% of the phone’s battery in half the cases, while the more aggressive
subcarrier-only strategy uses 95.7% of the phone’s battery in half the cases. While
we have shown that sufficient energy may be harvested to sniff substantial numbers
of NFC transactions using all of the strategies, these naive strategies have a large
impact on the phone’s battery life. Thus, we need to show how this energy may be
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used for realistic workloads while also taking into account EnGarde’s energy buffer
constraints.
Harvesting % Missed NDEF % Phone battery
Strategy interactions / day consumed / day
Opportunistic 1.76 0.096
Tag-spoofing 0.68 0.281
Subcarrier 0.37 1.29
Adaptive 0.42 0.145
Table 5.6. Given a daily workload of 100 interactions with an NDEF tag, EnGarde
is able to sniff most of these transactions with negligible miss-rate and with little
impact on the host phone’s battery across all users and all days by using an adaptive
harvesting strategy.
Adaptive Harvesting Simulation: As a consequence of the issues raised
in the prior study, we ask the question: Does our demand driven harvesting algorithm
achieve low NFC sniffing miss rates with a limited energy buffer, while simultaneously
having minimal impact on its host phone’s battery lifetime? We answer this question
through a trace-driven simulation of our adaptive harvesting algorithm; our simula-
tor implements a complete EnGarde state machine, shown in Figure 5.8, and uses
the measured values shown in Table 5.5. We compare the demand-driven harvesting
algorithm against exclusively using one of the other three strategies. In the previous
results, we showed EnGarde’s potential by removing restrictions on energy storage;
however, in our simulation study, we simulate the behavior of a thin film battery with
14.4 Joules of energy storage capacity (same battery as used on EnGarde implemen-
tation). We look at EnGarde’s performance for a single workload that corresponds
to 100 simulated NDEF interactions whose energy consumption is spread uniformly
throughout the day; we do not simulate these interactions as discrete events, as no
traces are currently available that show NFC user behavior. This workload is de-
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Figure 5.12. EnGarde harvests sufficient energy to sniff a large number of NDEF
interactions between a mobile phone and passive transponder card.
signed to be a reasonable approximation for a user that frequently interacts with
NFC devices throughout the day.
We summarize the results of this study in Table 5.6 and show performance results
in terms of the average % of simulated NFC interactions that EnGarde could not sniff
given trace dynamics across all days and users; we also show the corresponding impact
on the phone’s daily % battery capacity. We note that the demand driven harvesting
algorithm achieves a miss rate of only 0.42%, which is very close to the 0.37% miss
rate achieved by the most aggressive, subcarrier-only strategy. We also note that the
demand driven harvesting algorithm uses only 0.145% of the host phone’s battery,
which nearly matches the 0.096% consumed by the most efficient, opportunistic only
strategy. These two metrics together show that our adaptive harvesting algorithm is
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Figure 5.13. The energy harvesting strategies available on EnGarde use considerably
different amounts of a phone’s battery. The opportunistic harvesting mode consumes
an average of 10% of the phone’s battery, tag-spoofing consumes an average of 24%,
while subcarrier mode would consume the phone’s entire battery.
effective at achieving low miss-rates while having minimal impact on a mobile phone’s
battery for a reasonably approximate workload.
5.10 Related Work
Most similar to our work is the RFID Guardian [66]. The RFID Guardian monitors
and jams specific NFC communication sessions in its vicinity. This longer range
performance comes at a cost in form factor and power consumption. While useful for
monitoring and protecting arbitrary sets of readers and tags, EnGarde is considerably
more targeted and is designed to protect an individual mobile phone.
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The Proxmark RFID tool [27] has been used extensively in NFC security research.
It has the capability of decoding arbitrary protocols with an FPGA and additionally,
it can emulate a tag. Since it uses an FPGA to decode and emulate tag responses,
it can be programmed to decode any potential protocol. Two major drawbacks are
its size and power consumption – while a valuable tool for debugging and security
analysis, it is not suitable for continuous use on a mobile phone.
Another way to harvest energy from a mobile phone is through the audio interface
[49]. Much like our NFC energy scavenger, the audio jack is universal across different
phones. While a wired connection can harvest energy more efficiently, we instead opt
to power EnGarde from the same power source as the attack surface.
Selective jamming devices are of particular interest in the area of implanted medi-
cal devices (IMD). One application is the implementation of zero power defenses [42].
EnGarde behaves much like a zero-power defense in that it generates a jamming sig-
nal completely passively. More recently, a non-invasive approach towards IMDs was
proposed [35]. While the proposed IMDShield has parallels to our approach towards
non-invasive jamming, they use a power-hungry software radio while ours operates
entirely passively.
Other hardware and software systems that perform the task of packet filtering
share much in common with our approach towards selective blocking of malicious
NFC messages [21, 31]. While our approach towards filtering messages based on their
contents is similar, we can relax our hardware requirements, since current NFC data
rates are significantly slower than Gigabit Ethernet.
Security is also of critical importance to mobile health. One approach towards
providing security for on-body sensors is to provide a security proxy with which they
communicate through [79]. While not currently implemented as such, EnGarde could
potentially be used as a similar security proxy.
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Since NFC is a relatively new technology, new vulnerabilities are constantly being
exposed [50, 58, 57]. EnGarde addresses these issues by providing a flexible set
of security features that protect a mobile phone while remaining decoupled from
platform vulnerabilities.
Finally, there have been significant efforts in securing RFID technology at the
software level [11], and to place secure hardware elements in mobile phones [81]. We
view our work as complementary. EnGarde serves as a hardware firewall that can
augment software protection mechanisms to protect a mobile phone from potentially
devastating attacks via NFC.
5.11 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have outlined a practical, fully functional hardware shield,
EnGarde, for phones that can intelligently protect phones from malicious NFC inter-
actions while letting benign ones pass through. Our design is entirely passive thereby
making our form-factor small enough to be placed as a patch on a phone or even
integrated within a phones case. Perhaps the most compelling aspect of EnGarde
is that it is widely deployable as-is on NFC mobile phones that are emerging in the
market, thereby making our system market-ready.
While this paper focuses on jamming, EnGarde has immense potential in forensic
analysis of NFC interactions. There is currently limited understanding of how NFC
interactions work in practice — what information is sent in the clear? how do different
phones implement mobile payments? and so on. EnGarde is a powerful tool that can
log any NFC interaction that it decodes (including those in the vicinity of the phone),
which can be used to perform such analysis. We defer such analysis to future work.
More information regarding EnGarde is available at: http://sensors.cs.umass.
edu/projects/engarde
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CHAPTER 6
WIRELESSLY POWERED BISTABLE DISPLAY TAGS
Another application scenario for passive devices that harvest energy from HF
RFID equipped mobile phones is where the passive device is intended to be largely
independent from the phone and only brought into the vicinity of the device for oc-
casional interactions. In the prior chapter, we described a security peripheral that is
opportunistically charged while the phone’s display is unlocked. When considering
applications that do not offer such opportunities for harvesting, we must reconsider
the design of such a device. While it is true that this problem could be partially ad-
dressed by elongating interactions between the phone and a passive device to provide
more harvested power, this approach would be unacceptable in terms of usability.
This chapter describes a bistable display tag that, from an energy standpoint, is
capable of perpetual operation. A commercial off-the-shelf NFC-enabled phone gen-
erates RF signals carrying both the information and energy necessary to update the
display. After the update is complete, the display continues to present the information
with no further power input. We present one example implementation, a companion
display for a mobile phone that can be used to capture and preserve a screenshot.
We also discuss other potential applications of energy neutral bistable display tags.
6.1 Introduction
Despite significant reductions in the power consumption of sensing, computation,
communication, and storage over the past decade [48, 77], one system component is
currently dominating the overall energy budget of mobile phones – the display. A
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mobile phone can efficiently handle many tasks in the background while in a user’s
pocket, but every time a user interacts with the mobile phone, this results in a large
amount of energy expenditure used to present the user data. The charactestics of
these power hungry displays result in devices with large batteries that need to be
recharged at least daily and more frequently during periods of heavy useage.
One new technology that has addressed this limitation is the bistable display [24];
this type of display has the unique property of perpetual operation with zero power
required to maintain a rendered image. While no energy expenditure is required to
maintain an image, each display update requires energy to change pixels from one
state to another. In this chaper, we present an elegant solution to this limitation by
providing a pixelated e-paper display that is both powered and updated wirelessly.
To provide power and communications, we use near field communications (NFC) to
power and communicate with the propose display.
The electronic paper display tag lies dormant in a low-power sleep state, wait-
ing for updates; when an NFC-equipped mobile phone approaches the display tag,
it provides the energy needed to flip display states, as well as the indivdual pixel
values that define the new image. After the energy and data transfer completes, the
display tag continues to display the new information, even after the phone’s display
is deactivated. These characterstics enable an application we call the “mobile phone
companion display”, shown in Figure 6.1. When used in this way, the display tag can
lift the energy burden of the phone for display maintenance by allowing the phone’s
display to remain off or increase the total screen real-estate available while the phone’s
display remains on.
NFC encompasses multiple 13.56 MHz radio frequency identification (RFID) stan-
dards including ISO 14443, used in this work. The NFC reader-to-tag link makes use
of inductive coupling for both data and energy transfer to tags which often have no
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Figure 6.1. One application of the display tag is a companion display for a mobile
phone. The pixelated NFC display tag on the left mirrors the travel directions shown
on the screen of the phone on the right. The power and data required to update the
display are provided by an NFC connection between the tag and phone.
onboard energy source (passive tags). Inductive coupling is implemented by what is
essentially an air-core transformer between the reader and the tag.
There are a number of commercial products involving display tags making use
of RFID for communications, mainly targeting industrial and logistics applications.
Omni-ID’s Visual Tagging System [6] consists of an ultra-high frequency (UHF) RFID
tag with an LCD display. The Smart Tag, by AIOI Systems [5], is an RFID tag with
an e-paper display that uses NFC for communications. Neither of these products
are wirelessly powered, resulting in a bulky form factor and a limited lifetime due to
battery requirements. While RFID has been extensively investigated for use in user
interfaces and smart object applications [56], the number of academic publications
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which explore RFID-based displays is small. One research prototype demonstrated an
RFID-powered e-paper display for a smart card applications [53], but the segmented
e-paper display used could only display few numbers or letters.
Our contributions are as follows: In this chapter we present the first pixelated e-
paper display tag that uses NFC for power and communications. We evaluate how the
e-paper performs in the energy constrained wirelessly-powered scenario. We present a
mobile phone companion display application. Finally, we introduce the NFC Wireless
Identification and Sensing Platform (NFC-WISP), on which the display tag is based.
The NFC-WISP is a software defined passive 13.56 MHz RFID tag. The NFC-
WISP is based on a low-power MSP430 microcontroller (Texas Instruments), making
the display tag easily re-programmable for future research and development efforts.
The NFC-WISP was inspired by the WISP, a passive, software-defined 915 MHz tag
for sensing applications [68].
Figure 6.2. Display tag hardware block diagram.
6.2 System Design
A hardware block diagram of the display tag is shown in Figure 6.2. An MSP430
microcontroller is used to implement the software defined NFC communications, and
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is used to control the e-paper driver chip embedded in the 2.7 inch e-paper display
(Pervasive Displays). The e-paper driver IC is used to generate the 15V needed to
flip the display state and address the indivudal pixels of the display. An onboard 2
Mbit nonvolatile ferroelectric (FRAM) memory (Ramtron FM25V20) allows for up
to 20 images to be stored for future retrieval. Nexus S and Galaxy Nexus (Samsung)
phones with Android 4.2.2 (Jelly Bean) operating system are used as NFC readers.
6.2.1 Physical Design
The display tag integrates the NFC-WISP and an e-paper display on a compact
4-layer FR4 circuit board, shown in Figure 6.3. Display tag dimensions are: 100 mm
by 50 mm, with a maximum thickness of 3 mm. All components are placed on one
side to reduce thickness. Two tactile buttons provide a simple user interface.
Figure 6.3. Display tag without the plastic case: front and back
6.2.2 Wireless Power Harvesting
To utilize the incoming radio frequency (RF) energy, the MAX17710 (Maxim)
harvester IC is employed. The primary purpose of this IC is to boost the incoming
RF voltage to the 3.3 V necessary for powering the display and the microcontroller.
Furthermore, the harvester provides over-voltage protection and a battery charge
controller. A rechargeable Lithium-ion battery (Thinergy MEC201) with 1 mAh ca-
pacity stores the harvested energy. The thickness of the battery is 0.17 mm. The
battery buffers the energy to update the e-paper display, since more power is required
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to start up the display’s boost converter than the RF harvester can deliver instanta-
neously. Furthermore, the battery stores the excess energy harvested during the NFC
transaction, allowing for display updates away from the phone. The system does not
fundamentally require a battery; a capacitor could instead be used for energy storage.
6.2.3 NFC Communications Hardware
Communication from the reader to the NFC-WISP is implemented through amplitude-
shift keying (ASK) of the 13.56 MHz RF carrier field, as per the ISO 14443 specifica-
tion. The tag’s demodulator consists of a low-power analog comparator circuit that
detects the ASK fluctuation in the carrier, converting it to a rail-to-rail logic level
signal which then enters the MSP430 microcontroller for decoding.
The tag-to-reader uplink is accomplished by modulating the RF field produced
by the reader. This technique, known as load modulation, is commonly used in
RFID systems to eliminate the power consumption and complexity of implementing
an active radio on the tag side.This modulation is accomplished through controlled
shorting of the NFC-WISP’s receive coil, which in turn produces detectable changes
in the reader’s transmit coil voltage.
6.2.4 Software Defined NFC Communications
The communication software for the NFC-WISP is designed around the 13.56 MHz
ISO 14443-4 type B RFID protocol. ISO 14443 B was chosen because of its high
reader-to-tag data rate of 106 kbps, and because it is supported by Android NFC-
enabled phones. The NFC-WISP also supports ISO 15693 with 1-out-of-256 coding,
but this is not used due to its slower data rate of 1.6 kbps.
During reader-to-tag communications, bits are encoded with non-return-to-zero
(NRZ) line coding, where logical ones are represented by the unmodulated 13.56 MHz
carrier and zeros by the modulated carrier. The NFC-WISP sends data back to the
phone by modulating its receive coil load with an 847 KHz subcarrier. Bits are coded
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using binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), where a change in logical state is determined
by 180 degree phase shifts in the subcarrier. Because each bit is represented with eight
periods of the 847 KHz subcarrier, the resulting data rate is 106 kbps.
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Figure 6.4. The NFC-WISP firmware flow diagram. While waiting for data from a
phone, the NFC-WISP remains in a low power sleep state
The NFC-WISP uses the MSP430’s hardware timers and serial communication
modules to adhere to strict protocol timing requirements. A 13.56 MHz crystal os-
cillator is used as a stable and accurate timing reference for decoding phone-to-tag
communications. To decode byte values sent by the phone, the NFC-WISP uses its
UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) unit and an interrupting in-
put pin. All messages begin with a start of frame (SOF) delimiter which is captured
by the interrupting input. Once a valid SOF is found, the UART begins capturing
ISO 14443 B messages to a receive buffer. Data is transmitted back to the phone
using the pulse width modulation (PWM) capability of a hardware timer module. To
guarantee the integrity of image data received by the display tag, the NFC-WISP val-
idates a 16-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) across each frame sent by the phone.
When sending a response back to the phone, the MSP430’s 16-bit CRC module is
used to generate and append a CRC to the response.
To ensure that all bytes of an image are successfully received, we use a simple stop-
and-wait transmission protocol; the phone uses ISO 14443 B’s higher layer protocol
field (INF) to embed our NFC-WISP protocol’s “write block” command, which can
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send 8 blocks (32 bytes) of image data and will only send another chunk of data once
the previous block has been acknowledged by the NFC-WISP. Figure 6.4 illustrates
the software procedure implemented for transferring an image to the display tag.
6.2.5 Power Optimization
Since the display tag needs to be powered wirelessly, unique design constraints
are introduced. Display tag operation is divided into two tasks: first, the display tag
harvests energy as it receives the image data from the phone. Second, when enough
energy is stored or all the data is received, the e-paper display is updated. This
scheme is energy efficient because it updates the power-hungry display all at once,
thereby minimizing the time during which the display is powered on.
The display tag presents an interesting tradeoff between computation and commu-
nication. For example, implementing data compression will decrease communication
energy and time but will increase the computational load imposed on the display tag
to decompress the image. Preferably, any significant computation should be done on
the phone, as it has a relatively abundant energy supply.
6.2.5.1 E-paper Power Consumption
Since the display has a large impact on the overall energy consumption, its energy
behavior was optimized. For each image update, the display consumed on average
5.2 mJ to initialize, 2.8 mJ for each frame update, and 5.9 mJ to finalize the update
operation. Although the energy consumed to initialize and finalize is fixed, the num-
ber of frame updates performed can vary, and this dictates the total energy required.
Unique to e-paper, the display needs to be updated multiple times with the same
image to avoid ghosting (the overlapping of new and previous images). Figure 6.5
illustrates the contrast difference between 1, 2, 3, and 4-frame updates, and the total
measured energy required in each case. In our tests, the old image was not visible to
the eye after four frames, so four frames is used in the final implementation.
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Figure 6.5. When overwriting an old image (face) with the new (text), there is a
tradeoff between number of display rewrites and image ghosting effects. The figure
shows 1, 2, 3 and 4 repeated rewrites and the total energy and time required in each
case.
6.3 Performance Evaluation
The time the display tag needs to be in contact with the phone to update its
image is an important aspect of the user experience. This update time depends on
two factors: Communication data rate and harvested power level.
6.3.1 Wireless communications
In the current prototype the time to transfer the 5.67 kilobyte image frame from
the phone to the tag is measured to be 3.4 seconds, achieving an average data rate
of 13.3 kbps. This data rate is slower than the theoretical maximum of 106 kbps
because of protocol overhead (control bits, CRC, etc) and occasional data errors.
The data rate for an NFC communication system can get as high as 424 kbps using
the ISO 18000 protocol, implying a theoretical 100 ms to transmit an image frame to
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the tag. To further decrease transmission time, the image file size could be reduced
with compression; simple run-length encoding (RLE) will work well for black and
white images with extensive white space.
6.3.2 RF Energy Harvesting
Fundamentally, the time needed to update the display tag is determined by how
much RF energy can be harvested. Fortunately, NFC provides a significant amount
of RF power in comparison to other wireless protocols due to the use of inductive
coupling at close range. The energy that is stored on the battery is largely determined
by the difference between the harvested RF power and the power consumed to run
the MSP430 microcontroller and other peripherals (including leakage current of these
devices).
The phone radiates about 200 mW, of which 17.7 mW (12.3 mA at 1.44 V)
is harvested by the display tag. We measure that 8.25 mW (2.5 mA at 3.3 V) is
consumed by the display tag during communications, mostly by the microcontroller.
The remaining 9.4 mW is stored on the battery. The surplus of energy required
to update the display is 21.5 mJ, which could be accumulated in 2.3 seconds if the
harvester and battery efficiencies are not considered. Taking into account the practical
inefficiencies of the battery and harvester, the amount of time required to collect the
21.5 mJ needed for a display update will still remain within the length of one 3.4 sec
communication transaction. Although it is not practical in a standard phone reader
to increase the transmitted RF power, the microcontroller firmware can be optimized
to make use of low-power modes at opportune moments during communications, to
improve the total power surplus.
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6.4 Mobile phone companion display
To demonstrate the capabilities of the display tag, we developed an Android ap-
plication which takes a screenshot of the phone’s display when the phone is shaken,
and sends it to the display tag automatically once the tag is detected. Up to 20
images can be stored on the display tag’s nonvolatile memory, and can then be cycled
through using tactile buttons even when the tag is away from the reader.
The screenshot needs to be processed by the phone to be presented on the e-paper
display. The 32-bit screenshot bitmap is resized, rotated, restructured, converted
to gray scale and finally to black and white by simple thresholding. The black and
white thresholding produces good quality text images on the companion display and
can be reliably used for mirroring directions, barcodes, or maps. Since the e-paper
display is black and white it inherently doesn’t show colored images well, but quality
could be significantly improved by half-toning or adaptive thresholding instead of the
simple thresholding used here. All these operations could be done quickly and easily
on the mobile phone using existing image processing tools. The Android OS doesn’t
generally allow applications to take screenshots, so root access was gained on the
phone to enable full control of the system.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented a wirelessly powered pixelated e-paper display tag.
We showed that the display tag can receive data as well as power from an NFC-enabled
mobile phone. The display tag is based on the NFC-WISP, a software defined passive
NFC tag. We demonstrated an application example using an e-paper display as a
mobile phone companion display.
The display tag makes use of software defined communications, and therefore is
flexible with respect to the various 13.56 MHz NFC RFID protocol standards. Two
standards were implemented, ISO 14443B and ISO 15693. Currently the display
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update time is 3.4 seconds, and we have described how this time can be reduced to
2.3 seconds.
The major technical restriction of the NFC display tag is the limited operational
range of a few centimeters between the reader and the tag. Furthermore, e-paper
products currently have a slow update rate, and lack in visual quality and versatility
compared with traditional LCD displays, limiting the type of information that can be
displayed to text or static, simple black and white images. However, it is foreseeable
that future e-paper products may rival LCDs in quality and versatility.
With further optimization, the display tag shown can become an inexpensive,
ubiquitous display platform. We envision many useful applications for the display
tags, such as enhanced security identification badges and shareable information tiles.
Furthermore, since the display tags contain a low-power microcontroller, display tags
can interface with sensors and other devices. In future work, the display tags will
be tested with different phone models, to understand the issues around compatibility
and performance. We also plan to conduct user studies in order to better understand
the value of the display tag. Finally, the NFC-WISP and display tag hardware and
software will be open-sourced.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Sumary
This thesis has shown several hardware and software techniques that enhance the
capbilities of passive embedded systems with respect to power and communications
throughput. We have also implemented and proposed two novel applications that
make use of these systems unique propoerties.
Hybrid Energy Harvesting. First, we described a design exploration study where
we extensively explored the benefits of equipping a passive CRFID device with a small
solar harvester. We showed that we can improve the effective read range of these
devices by more than 2x. We also demonstrated the tradeoffs in responsiveness and
survivability by looking at the performance and system-level behavior when using
several different-sized capacitors. We also presented a simulator that allows a system
designer to swap out virtual solar panels and capacitors and experiment with several
harvesting traces we collected.
Flit. Next, we described a burst communication protocol for UHF CRFID devices,
Flit, that is built upon existing primitives provided by the EPC Gen 2 protocol cur-
rently used for tag inventorying applications. We demonstrated that we can achieve
60% higher throughput than a standard Gen 2 implementation and save up to 6.0x
of Gen 2’s power consumption by duty-cycling.
EnGarde. Next, we described EnGarde, a passively powered peripheral for mobile
phones that protects the host phone’s NFC interface from malicious interactions. We
showed that by using a low-power subcarrier generator, we can achieve 8.6x higher
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harvesting rates than what is available from a phone by default; we use this harvested
power to sniff and selectively block malicious messages. We also provide several circuit
designs that are optimized for low-power tag and protocol detection, as well as a dual-
coil sniffing design that minimizes our impact on non-malicious interactions.
Bistable Display Tags. Finally, we presented the design of a passive, bistable
display tag that is completely energy neutral in operation. By leveraging NFC power
and communications commonly found in mobile phones we implement a compact
companion device that displays information while the phone is switched off.
7.2 Future Work
In this section we discuss some potential directions of future research that have
emerged from the work presented in this dissertation.
Multi-modal Harvesting for RFIDs. Energy harvesting opportunities for RFID-
like platforms go beyond the example of solar we explored. Over the past several
years, thermoelectric and vibrational harvesters have become commercially available
for integration in future RFID platforms. Our simulation platform could be extended
to look at the relationships between these harvesting modalities to learn harvested
energy availability and application in real, mobile deployments of RFID-scale devices.
In-Situ NFC Forensics. Our embedded security peripheral, EnGarde, provides
unique opportunities for forensic analysis of NFC on mobile phones. Previous hard-
ware tools that analyze low level protocol message exchanges have been too large
for realistic deployment during normal mobile phone use. To better understand how
NFC is being used, as well as identify potential vulnerabilities, EnGarde could be
deployed long-term to gain insight towards its use and provide hardware vendors the
knowledge necessary to better secure mobile operating systems.
Dynamic Bistable Displays. One aspect of the bistable display device we have
not yet explored, is looking at applications where displayed data is dynamically up-
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dated. Since the tag actually harvest more energy than the cost of a single display
update, the additional energy can be used for additional updates while decoupled
from the mobile phone – this is especially useful when considering tags that generate
sensor data. In appliications such as statically deployed weather stations, or supply
chain applications such as cold chain monitoring, buffered sensor data can be shown
on the tag’s e-paper display. This would implement a low-power sensor that can be
inspected for useful data visually, before retrieving higher-fidelity data over an NFC
communications link.
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